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PROGRES 
PROJECT REVIEW 

Over a year has been spent on the production design and fabrication 

of the U.S. Army's Chinook which will fly next spring. Since Vertol is now in 

the development testing and hardware stage, a project review conference 

-jointly sponsored by the contractor and the procuring agency-was 

held at Morton, Pa . on 8-9 September. 
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Conferees were afforded an oppor

to inspect completed major com

of the YHC-lB Chinook, and to 

test programs 
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The conference program included a 

series of brief presentations on the status of 

Engineering, Tooling and Manufacturing, Pro

curement and Subcontracting, Component 

Testing, Publication and Service Support Pro

gram, Fiscal Status, and Status of Contractual 

Matters. 
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Periodic project review conferences are 

planned during the development and produc

tion cycles of the Army's HC-1 B Chinook. 

These conferences will be useful for the in

formal interchange of information and dis

cussion of problems between contractor, 

developing agency and users of the product. 
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CopterNews from Sikorsky 
Marine helicopter test-tires Bullpup 
missile. As a Marine HUS-1 helicopter 
hovered at 1,500 feet, a jet of flame 
streaked from near its starboard side. 
The Bullpup missile flashed away-out 
to take a bite of its prey, a target float
ing in the Chesapeake. The 12~-foot, 
570-pound Navy Martin Bullpup mis
sile was the largest and first radio
controlled missile ever fired from a 
helicopter. Once launched the pilot 
guides the missile to target by a switch 
on his control stick. The two together, 
Bullpup and helicopter, may turn out 
to be the perfect combination to pro
vide close ground support for troops. 
It wou ld implement battlefield fire
power with effective .Punch • 

. Operation face lift. Thirty U.S. Army 
H-37's, largest helicopter flying in the 
free world, are being flown to Sikor
sky's Connecticut plant for modifica
tion. Major face lifting items include 
equipment for automatic stabilization 
and for the standardization of commu
nications. Other improvements will 
step up operating efficiency ••• extend 
the helicopter's range ••• and cut down 
operating and maintenance costs. The 
H-37, ordered from Sikorsky in 1954-
55, set a world speed record of 162.7 
miles an hour in 1956. Driving the five
bladed, 72-foot diameter main rotor 
are two 2,100-horsepower engines 
from Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 

Helicopters do the work of fire extln
plshers. A forest fire was raging in 
Carbon Canyo!:'1 south of Los Angeles. 
Seven Marine nUS crews of HMR 361, 
carrying special fire fighting kits, 
bombed with chemicals and water the 
woodlands ahead of the fires. The blaze 
was stopped from spreading. Next, the 
fire itself was drenched and then finally 
extinguished with the same solution. 
Runs on the target were made at alti
tudes of 40 to 100 feet at speeds of 
40 to 60 knots. 

~ llo'ls111 iiilt~in 
Str•tford, Connecticut/A Division of United Alrcr•ft Corporation 



Rotorcralt: The world's first 

twin- engine helicopter ... the first ran1jet 

helicopter . .. the first successful convertiplane. 

For seventeen years McDonnell has been 
advancing rotorcraft technology with foresighted 
answers to unique military problems. 

With research, testing and production facilities 
virtually unmatched in the industry, McDonnell has 
perfected its own rotor system, innovated the use 
of analog computers for rotor dynamics 
studies and advanced the art of dynamic wind 
tunnel testing of rotor systems. 

Behind McDonnell's continuing progress in 
rotorcraft development is a specialized creative 
staff drawn from an engineering and scientific force 
of more than 4000. 

MCDONNELL. 
Designers and Builders of F -101 Voodoos • 

F4H Phantom II • Project Mercury Space Capsules • Talos Airframes 

and Propulsion Systems • Quail Decoy Mlssll~s • Rotorcraft • Electronic 

Systems 
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT ST. LOUIS, MO. 



McDonnell XHJD-1 (Navy), The 
world's first twin-engine helicopter. 
This 5~ -ton vehicle, with reciprocat
Ing enginesdrivlngthe rotors through 
shafts, became a flying helicopter 
laboratory. 

McDonnell XV-1 (Army). The world's 
first successful convertlplane. This 
research vehicle . was an unloaded
rotor, compound helicopter combin· 
ing hovering capability with a speed 
of 200 mph. The rotor was powered 
by McDonnell-designed blade-tip 
mounted pressure jets. 

McDonnell XH • 20 (Air Force). The 
world's first ramjet helicopter. A pia· 
neerlng helicopter development, this 
flying test-stand had a McDonnell 
ramjet in each rotor tip. The tip
driven rotor eliminated the need for 
a torque-compensating tali rotor. 

McDonnell Model 120. A "flying 
crane" of diminutive size but unusual 
lift capabilities. Powered with McDon
nell rotor-tip-mounted pressure-jets, 
it can carry a useful load exceeding 
Its empty weight. Military evaluation 
has shown outstanding hover and 
dynamic longitudinal stability for this 
experimental craft. 



NEW ROLES FOR AMERICA'S NO.1 .JET TARGET 

Now ground-launched as well as air- launched, the 
Ryan Firebee can be used even more effectively as 
a jet target in all kinds of weather and terrain, 
and fly new missions for the Armed Forces. 

Literally shot into the air from a ground 
launcher, the Firebee is freed from dependence 
upon launching planes and airports. And ground
launching increases reliability, cuts launch costs 
and eliminates time to acquire the target by track
ing radar. 

Thoroughly proved in over 2000 flights in which 
high speeds (over 600 mph), altitudes (nearly 

60,000 ft.) and range (over 600 miles) have been 
achieved, the Firebee also has remarkable low
altitude performance. Repeatedly, Firebees have 
flown missions as low as below 700 feet, 27 miles 
from ground control, to draw the fire of ground
to-air missiles designed to knock out low-flying 
enemy planes. 

In low-level flights, ground-launching saves time 
and costs because now the Firebee can be brought 
to low altitudes faster and more simply than from 
high air-launch altitudes. All Firebees of the 
future will have this important capability. 

Ryan Offer• Challenging Opporlunllle• to Engineer• 
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GENERAL 

LYMAN L. 

L·EMNITZER 

Chief of Staff 

U.S. Army 

T he eight~enth anniversary of Anny 
aviation affords me a welcome oppor
~unity to extend congratulations and 

best wishes to the officers and enlisted men 
of all the branches of the Army partici
pating in this impor·tant aotivity. 

Only a comparative'ly few years have 
passed since modern Army aviation was es
tablished. Nonetheless, during that time, 
this function has come to embrace many 
phases of Army activities, and to include 
among the individuals performing this type 
of duty members of vivtually all the Army's 
arms and services. Their record of achieve
ments, in war and peace and in the face of 
frequently difficult and hazardous condi
tions, has been impressive. These achieve
ments which have played an impovtant part 
1n the Army's success,. are a tribute to the 
skill, courage, and devotion to duty which 
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you and your predecessors have consistently 
displayed. 

Equally impressive has been the remark
able expansion of functions through which 
Army aviation contributes to the Army's 
effectiveness. This expansion clearly reflects 
the foresight, imagination, and initiative of 
Army aviation personnel. Your constant 
search for improved means of performing 
assigned tasks and for new applications of 
available potentials has led to ex~ension of 
Army aviation activities into a host of im
polltant fields. The result has been a mate
rial increase in the mobility, flexibility, and 
capabilities of the Army and in the welfare 
of its individual members. 

For all your fellow so'ldiers, I express our 
appreciation for your many accomplish
ments and our ·confidence in your con
tinued success. 



T
he purpose of this issue of ARMY 
AVIATION MAGAZINE is basically 
to take a look back at our short 

history and a 1ook forward at our promis
ing future. Having reaohed our eighteenth 
anniversary, we feel it is appropr-iate to re
examine what we have done and wha·t re
mains to be done. 

A primary factor affecting the growth 
of Army aviation is Hs uti1ization by the 
ground commander. I believe we are reach
ing a point in time when the entire A1•my 
is awakening lo the possibilities offered by 
air mobiiity. This has been a slow process 
-painfully slow at times. But now the 
realiza•tion of this potential is recognized 
by every arm and service as a natural goal 

BRIGADIER GENERAL 

CLIFTON F. 

VON KANN 

Director of Army 

Aviation, ODCSOPS 

if we are to meet the challenge of the 
future baJttlefield. 

The major task still 1ies within Army 
aviation itself. Ou.r .challenge is to develop 
a capabiJi.ty so obviously good that it will 
be apparent to all who are confronted wJth 
it. It is not enough to talk about it; we 
must demonstrate HI By our own initiative 
and imagination we must display our capa
bility to the rest of ~he Army in such a 
way that utility of avia.tion will be com
plete!Iy and wholeheartedly accepted. 

Therefore, our .future lies in the ind-ivi
duaJ!-the individual av.iator, the individual 
crewman, the individual aviation specialist. 
I am convinced thaJt this fu<ture is bright 
with challenge and opportunity. 

SEPTEMBER 15, 1960 • 463 



J
ust as the 18th birthday of a person 
signalizes the &tep from adolescence to 
maturity, we in aviation have also 

reached a major turnrlng point. 

This issue of ARMY AVIATION has 
been compiled with the specific objective 
of retracing our footsteps from our humble 
1942 beginning to date, and providing a 
crystal ball view into the future. Whi~e this 
<;Jocument is largely hardware-orien<ted, we 
who have pulled it together hope that in 
looking at the flying machines, you will 
consider paramount the spirit of our mis
sion-the contribution that those who use 
them a1nd those who seme them can make 
to the A1·my as a whole. 

The -technical material included in thjs 
issue of ARMY AVIATION provides the . 
basis for a deeper appreciation of the po
tential of Army aircra£t to provide the 
Army a major tool of mobility for troops, 
weapons, $pecial equipment, and supplies, 
as well as an effective observation platform. 

As we look into the demands to be met 
in the fu-ture by our Army, op~imizing the 
balance in firepower and mobili-ty mus-t be 
a significant factor in 1taotical ·thinking. 
Mobi.l·i<ty requ.llres that we be able to apply 
miHtary power rapidly and effectively at 
the proper time and place under a wide 

variety of conditions. The contribution of 
avia,tion to the Army's balance of strength 
has never been more significant. 

All aviators owe sincere bhanks to Ar-t 
and Dotty Kesten who conceived and 
sparked this issue, sweMed out the copy, 
and gave valued edi•toria1 comment and 
assistance and to the following Washing
tonians who did all the work as a labor of 
love: 

Colonel Edwm·d L . Burchell, OCo.fT 
(Logistics Section) 

Colonel john L. Leidenheimer, OCSigO 
(A vionios Section) . 

Mr. Don Thompson, OCofT (Research 
and Development) 

Captain john L. Gardne1·, OCofT (Re
search and Development) 

Major ]ames ]. Bmckmye1·, ODCSOPS 
(Objectives) 

Captai-n Vernon F. Cw·d, OCofT (His-tory 
and Initial Planning) 

Captain Morgan H . Mathews, OCoiT 
(Compilation and Initial E<Liting) 

Mr. Paul Culler, OCofT (Photos and 
-Publication Review) 

Lucile Du1·kin, Libraa-ian, Aviation 
Sohool, Fort Rucker (Basic Research 
Mate1:ial) 

MAJOR GENERAL 

RICHARD D. 

MEYER 

Deputy Chief of 

Transportation 

for Aviation, OCT 
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THE 

Foundational Forties 
egun as an experiment to enhance the fighting capabilities 

of at·tillery units, organic Army aviation earns wide accept• 
ance during this significant decade in American history. 

Observation becomes only one of the many essential roles 
carried out for combat commanders and a firm groundwork is 
laid for future exploitation of this new-found capability. 

1941 - Major William W . Ford advoca.tes organic light avia
tion for A1·tillery units. 

1942 - War Departnunt approves the adoption of organic air 
observation fo1· Artillery. 

1942 - Light A1·my ai,·cmft launched into combat fmm ai1·
craft can-ier. 

1947 - National Security Act of 1947 creates sejHtrate Air 
Force. · 

1949 - ]oint A1;m'1'·Air Force agreements prescribe the limits 
of employment and the size of Army aircraft. 
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The FOUNDATIONAL FORTIES 

T
he use of aerial devices for obser_v~

tion purposes daJtes back to the Ctvll 
War. A Balloon Company attached 
to the Union forces under command 

of General McClellan was used to observe 
Confederate troop movements in the vicin
ity of Richmond, Va., during the siege of 
that city. The U.S. At'my used similar de
vices for observMion purposes during the 
Spanish-American War, and by this time 
most of the world powers had established 
Balloon Corps in their armies. 

Uti1iza•tion of balloons for observation 
purposes during World w·ar I became ex
tremely hazardous and ineffective due to 
their vulnerability to enemy fires. Since 
then the airplane has been the principal 
means of aerial observaJtion. 

Before '.YorJd War II, aerial observation 
was provided by the Air Corps Division 
and Corps Avia.tion Squadrons; however, 
the type of aircraft utilized for this pur
pose required prepared areas for operations 
necessitating separation from the supported 
units. 

The inadequacy of the support in this 
impontant area became a topic of discus
sion by Army officers and in 1941, Major 
William TV. Ford (now Brigadier General, 
USA, retired) wrote an article which ap
peared in the ARTILLERY JOURNAL. 

In this article, Majm· Ford suggested that 
aircm~t utilized for observation purposes 
be organic to the untts they set"ved. The 
article interested Major General Robert M. 
Danford, then Chief of Field Artillery. His 
interest in tills approach became more in-
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AN ARMY L-4 LEAVES THE DECK OF THE USS 
RANGER DURING THE INITIAL PHASES OF THE 

NORTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN. 

tense after having observed that the British 
had initiated experiments with organic air
cra£t in the observa<tion ro1e. 

Through the effm'ts of Ge•neml Da1nford, 
'Var Department permission was obtained 
to permi•t the use of civilian a-ircraft of the 
Piper and Aeronca design in the Louisiana 
maneuvers in the fall of 1941. This action 
became the basis for the initial phase of 
experimentation wit\1 organic fixed-wing 
a·ircraft in the air observation role. 

General Dtrnf01·d's report in connection 
with these maneuvers staJted " ... The dnly 
uniformly satisfactory 1·eport of air obser
vation du ring the 1·ece•nt ma1n.euvers catne 
from those arti/kl)' u.·nits where Cubs ... 
were used." 

n the fal1 of 1941, Major Ford had his I "day in com,t" through an oppo11ttm.ity 
to plead the case of light organic air

craft direotly to GeneiYrl Danford during 
the General's visit to Fort Sill, Okla. In the 
latter part of 1941 the Commanding Gen
eral of the Artillery Center, Font Sill, Okla., 
was directed to establish a test group for 
organic aviation for fiield artillery. This 
directive included the recommend-Mion 
.thM Lt. Colonel Ford be placed in charge 
of the test group. 

The nucleus of this test organiza•tion was 
comprised of Lt. (now Colonel) Robert R. 
Williams, and Lt. (now Colonel) Delbert L. 
Bristol, both of whom were "borrowed" 
from the 18th Field Artillery Regiment. 
Majo-r (now Coldnel) Gm·don ]. Wolf, a 
reserve officer, was recalled to active duty 
to assist in the selection of officers and en
listed personnel of the Field A!'tillery for 
participation in the forthcoming tests. 

A total of twen•ty·four L-4 aircraft of the 
standard civilian J -3 Piper Cu.b design were 
borrowed from the Air Corps. Concur
rently, thirty officers and enlisted men, 
with previous flying experience, were or-



OPERATING FROM A CAPTURED_ JAPANESE 
AIRSTRIP ON NEW GUINEA, AN L-4 PREPARES 
TO PLY AN ARTILLERY RECONNAISSANCE MIS-

SION. 

dered to repont to Fort SiH, · Okla., on or 
about 1 January 1942. Training of the 
test group began on 15 January 1942 under 
the supervision of CAA-provided flight and 
maintenance personnel. The CAA also as
sisted in enlis-ting the services of s·ix ex
perienced flight instructors. 

Twenty pilots and ten mechanics sur
vived the training program and on 1 
March 1942 were sp!iJt in two groups and 
ordered to the 2nd Div-ision at Font Sam 
Houston, Tex., and the 31st ArtiHery Bri
gade, Fort Bragg, N.C. These two groups 
were to complete the test program for 
organic avi<lltion for artillery. Upon com
pletion of the -te&ts and submission of the 
reports in April 1942, these two groups 
were reassembled in Fort Sill to awai•t 
the outcome. 

A
s a result of these tests, the War De
pa:r-tment approved organic aviation 
for Field Ar-tillery 6 June 1942 and 

directed the Artillery &hool to conduct the 
training of pilots and mechanics. In com-

. pliance w~llh bhis directive, an Air Training 
Depar>tment was establis'hed to conduct the 
training and the first regularly scheduled 
class of nineteen pilots entered traJning 3 
Augu~'t 1942. The initial course length for 
pilots was five weeks. 

During this period specia1 schools were 
established by the Air Force, at Pi·btsburg, 
Kan., and Denton, Tex., to prpvide primary 
training for prospettive Field ArtH!ery 
aviators. The advanced tm.ining in the 
skills <IJlld techniques required for opera
tion with Artillery uni•ts was to be con
ducted a-t Fort Sill. Initial distribu-tion of 
observation aircraft, as organic equipment, 
was to be on the basis of two per Artillery 
BattaiJon. 

By War Department Directive, ten qual
ified aviators were selected 14 September 
1942, to be ordered to the European Thea, 

The FOUNDATIONAL FORTI!:$ 

ter as quickly as possible. This initial 
group of ten pilots eventually were assigned 
to the 13th Fielcl Artillery Brigade, then 
in England, where they ultimately became 
the nucleus of the II Corps Air Observa•tion 
Pos·t School. 

Lalte in November of 1942 an advance 
party of aviators from the II Corps School 
were moved wi•th the 13th Field AI'tillery 
Brigade to establish a flying school in 
North Africa. The 29th Infantry Division 
also established a similar school during 
this per.iod. 

The first force to emp1oy the Air Obser
vation Posts in comba-t were elements 
of the Fifth Army. On 8 November 

1942, three L-4s took-off from the aircraft 
carrier U.S.S. Ranger, 60 miles off the 
North African coast; one of these craft, 
piloted by Lt. (now Colonel) Ford E. All
com, was shot down by friendly fire, All
com becoming the first Field Artillery pilot 
to be shot down in a combM operation in 
World War II, Improvisation was rhe key 
to the success of operations conducted by 
light arircraft during the succeeding months. 
Supply and maintenance support was prac
tical-ly non-existent. 

Subsequent to the initia1 use of light 
aircra£t by the Artillery in North Africa, 
and throughou•t World War II, they were 
utilized for almost every conceivable mis
sion. Every major . command unit except 
the anti-aircraft command established a 
requirement for organic assignment of 
these cra£t during this period. 
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The FOUNDATIONAL FORTIES 

The period 1942-1947 was characterized 
by ~he absence of any clear-cut basic under
standing among the agencies concerned 
regarding the organic assignment of air
cra£t outside of the Army Air Corps. How
ever, the ·war Department did approve an 
agreement between General jacob L . 
Devers, Commanding General, Army 
Ground Forces and General Ira C. Eaker, 
Deputy Commanding General, Army Air 
Corps, on organic assignment of additional 
aircra.ft to Ground Force Units. 

On the basis of this agreement and com
ba.t experiences, by January 1944, a total 
of 750 Air Observa.tion Post Seotions had 
been activated in the Ground Forces. The 
total light aircraft inven~ory had increased 
to 1,600 suitable units. 

Continuous difficulties over organization 
and control of these aircraft, referred to as 
I iaison aircraft du.ring this period, were 
further complicated by the questions of 
wh3Jt type aircraft were to be used for the 
observation mission. An additional problem 
was !Jhe shortage of these cmtit. 

The rapid expansion of avia tion for the 
field artillery had generated a projected , 
requirement for an inventory of 2,058 light 
planes not later than 1943. The capability 
Jimita.tions of the commercial type aircraft 
being utilized generated a requirement for 
different types of planes. This issue was 
pressed continually from the field. 

Procurement of different types of air
craft was hampered by the \.Yar Depart
ment position, which strongly reaffirmed 
the requirement of artillery observation 
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AN ARMY CUB IS liFTED ABOVE A MAKESHIFT 
LST " CARRIER" FOR AN INVASION LANDING. 
STEEL MATTING AND TIMBERS FORM THE 

TAKEOFF RAMP ON DECK. 

aircraft but opposed other u~iliza.tion by 
ground commanders. The commercial ver
sion was considered adequa•te for the artil
lery observation mission a•t this time. 

On the basis of comba•t experience, total 
quanti•tative requirements for light air
crafit were projected at 100 units per month 
through 1944 and the training of pilots 
and maintenance personnel was to be in
tensified to provide personnel to man these 
addi·tional craft. 

The nearest approach to any degree of 
accord on the light aviation issue during 
this period was contained in a set of 
principles recommended by the Army Air 
Corps, generally accepted by the GrO'llnd 
Forces, and given due consideration by 
the War Depaptment in handling decisions 
on Army avi3Jtion. 

Salient features of these pPinciples in
cluded: 

(I) Maximum sustained utiliza-tion of 
aircraft, assigned organically to the Ground 
Forces, in the exploitation of its capability. 

(2) Minimum detachment of individual 
aircra£t from the main body. 

(3) Minimized duplic3Jtion of Army Air 
Corps unilts and equipment without a com
pensating increase in the ability to wage 
'var. 

(4) It was generally agreed that separate 
a.irdromes, depot maintenance facilities, and 
tra•ining faciJ.ities would not be required. 

These prinoiples became the general 
guidelines for planning and programming 
the future of Army aviation through 1947. 

By the end of World War II in A'llgust, 
1945, a total of 2,61!0 pilots and 2,252 medi
anics had been trained. Cessation of hos
tilities interrupted the procurement and 
training programs and subsequently re-
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ABN. CORPS BELL ""IROQUOIS" 

4TH 
l~f. DIV. 

82ND 
ABN. DIV. 

IOIST 
ABN. DIV. 

JOINS 
FAMED 

STRAC. DIVISIONS* 

-The turbine-powered ' Iroquois" 
offers commanders end field 
forces bold new tacllcs/ advan
tages. Assau/1 divisions, their 
missile , medical, and signal
support units have received pro
duction-/Ins HU-lA 's In quantity. 

FEATURES OF BELL HU-tA .. PROVED IN THE FIELD BY STRAC 

• Air Tranaportablllly-loadlng and movement 
operations In C-124, C- 130 ttnd C-133 aircraft. 

• Tactical Troop•Lift Teat•- up to nine 
fully-equipped men. 

• Ealarnal Cargo CaTfy- up to 2.700 pounds (standard 
Army jeep). 

• lied/cal Evat:uallon -Including actual emergencle,, 
day and night. 

• Alr•lltfoblle Command Poat-plsces commander at 
the point of decfsfon. 

• Minimum Helicopter Malntenant:e- high 
evsllsbl/ily, proved In testing, upheld In field. 

For operational turbine-powered firsts, look to ~ELL 
~ HELJCOPTER CORP. 

Fort Worth, Teus Subsidiary of Bell Aircraft Corporation . • In Its 26th year 





The ideal 
Light 
Observation 
Aircraft 
PROBL E M: To provide a Light 
Observation Aitcra{l for military use for: 
• Visual Observation Missions 
• Ta1get Acquisition Missions 
• Reconnaissance Missions 
• Command and Control Missions 
• Necessary utility tasks required at the 

combat Company level. 

S OLUTION: The Light Observation 
Helicopter . .. a concept pioneered by Hughes 
and demonstrated in the Hughes compact 
helicopter: 

... whose small size, quick response and 
rninimum si lhouette make it a difficult target 
to locate and attack, 
... with superior handling qualities, 
outstanding performance and a small rotor 
diameter which enable it to operate in 
confined areas denied to other craft, 
... whose rugged construction, easy 
maintainability and reduced logistic 
requirements permit around-the-clock combat 
area operations in even the roughest terrain, 
.. . with a speed capability adequate for 
completion of all mission assignments 
without sacrificing: range, rate of climb, 
hovering abi lity, confined area performance 
or ease of maintenance-without increasing: 
initial cost, operating costs and logistic 
support requirements. 
World-wide Army field tests of the Hughes 
YH0-2HU have proven the mission capability, 
reliabi lity, ease of maintenance and 
performance of the compact helicopter for 
comrnand use in Company-level combat 
operations. 

HU G HESTOOL COM PANY 



You are Invited to write for full details. 

THE ARMY GROWS 'EM TOUGH 

How the Hiller tR E Became First Choice 
of Commercial Operators 

From the day if went into commercial 
service, the Hiller 12 E had a head start. 
If had an Army-proved H-230 airframe and 
an Army-proved H-230 drive system that 
hadn't begun to exploit its full strength. 

The next step rewrote the specs on what 
light utility hel/copfe;s can do. Capitalizing on 
the H-23D Raven's dynamic components 
with a 305 hp ~ycoming engine's power, light 
helicopter "firsts" of the kind above were 
bound to happen. Similar profitable 
operations are flown every day, wherever 
there's an E. 

That's why the 12 E has become first 
choice- it's the most economical helicopter 
purchase today. 

Designs are one thing. Deliveries another. Both come from HILLER" 
AIRCRAFT 
C ORPORA'TTON 

H-230 250 hp 12E 305 hp 

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA · WASHINGTON , D. C. 

Adhesive Engineering Di v ision • San Carlos , Calif. 

El 320 hp Super E 310 hp 



L-5 AIRCRAFT OF THE 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION 
FLY AN AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE MISSION 
AT THE GRAFENWOHR (GERMANY) TRAINING 

CENTER DURING '48 MANEUVERS. 

duced the a-ircraft inventory from 1,600 to 
approxima>tcly 200 a ircraft by late 1945. 

Continued demobiliza tion through this 
period and disposition of equipment 
through the Surplus Property Board, and 
otherwise, reduced the Ground Forces 
aviation elements to an almost non-existent 
level. 

T
he provisions of the National Security_ 
Act of 1947, whioh created ~he Depart
ment of the Air Force and the U .S. Air 

Force, involved, among other things, a series 
of transfer orders issued by the Secretary of 
Defense. 

T ·he first of these transfer orders was 
dated 26 Sept em her 194 7, and, in effect, 
trans-ferred from the Army to the Air Foroe 
the greater part of the mi-Htary personnel, 
the bases, and equipment of the Army Air 
Forces. This action constituted the creation 
of ~he third military service and placed it 
on an opera•ting basis. 

During the period 26 September 1947-22 
July 1949, a total of forty of these transfer 
orders were issued . On the bas-is of these 
orders the Army and Air Force, acting 
jointly, origina ted and issued a number of 
so-called adjustment regulations-one of 
which was a basic agreement of under
standing on the question of organic Army 
aviMion. 

0 
n the basis of this agreement and in 
pursuance of the authority granted 
in the Nationa l Securi-ty Act of 1947 

and Transfer Order # 1, Joint Army and 

-~ --~ 
~~ 

TheFOUNDATIONAL FORTIES 

Air Force Regula ~ions 5-10-1 were published 
20 May 1949. These regul<l'tions set forth 
the utilizaJtion cri•teria for Army aircraft 
and imposed weight limitations on both 
fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft which 
could be organically assigned to the Army. 
ivfaximum weights were established at 
2,500 pounds for fixed-wing aircraft, and 
3,500 to 4,000 pounds for rotary wing air
c:rak Specific functions as outlined in these 
regulations were very similar to ~hose per
fanned during World ·war II . 

However, under the terms of these reg
ula•tions, the Army would be responsible 
for determining quantita•tive requirements 
and budgeting for organic aircraft; acces
sories, and parts; whi1e the Air Force 
would procure, &tore, and issue at Depo~ 
level. 

The Air Force would also assume respon
sibility for all depot maintenance of Army 
aircraft and continue to provide field 
maintenance support in the overseas Com
mands until 30 June 1950. The Army ac
tively entered ~he Army aircraft logistica•l 
support field on the basis of ~hese regula
tions in March 1950. 
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OFFICE OF TH E PRE SI DENT • THE KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION • BLOOMFIELD , CONN. 

MEMO TO MICHAEL: 

Your recent letter to the company has been 
brought to my attention . I am particularly interested 
in this paragraph, 

J_~AAv~f14_~ 
~ fj~ ~4-o-t --e:vru).; 

--CWV~~ hrv 

~.J;v~J. 
~-<jvtt~ 
.:xo- --40 /'CLI ~ 

<!~4~~~ 
~ . 1 ---ee;z; ~. 

. . . IN 
NATIONAL 

DEFENSE 

/(A MAN. 

IS 
PART 

OF 
THE 

PLAN 
••Foc1ltnh of o leiter to thl compony 

Michael, I certainly hope you 
keep your desire to make a 
career in aviation . In my opinion it is 
one C!f the most challenging opportunities 
for the young men of America . 
The helicopter industry, and aviation in 
general, is helping to keep our country 
strong and we look forward to the 
help that boys like you can give when 
your time comes The backbone of 
the aircraft industry is the engineer. 
We will always need good engineers with 
imagination and vision . You have 
that vision now. Please keep it . 
I'm sure that you can count on your 
mother's support when you ar e ready 
to take your place among the other 
young men who are playing a vital role 
in a vital industry: . 

Sincerely, 



\ 
L-1 CA, B, C, D, FJ 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 

Vultee-Stinson 
Pilot and Observer 

MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
DESIGNATION R-680-9 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 295 
DESCRIPTION Radial, 9 cyl., aircooled 

PROPELLER/ROTOR 
Hamilton-Standard 8'6" constant speed 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1939-42 (384 procured) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

240 nautical miles. 
14,000 feet 

3,325 pounds 
99 knots 

Originally designated the 0-49. Was the 
winner of a competition with the Bellanca Y0-
50 and the Ryan Y0-51 Dragonfly. All had 
extra flaps and slats. 

L-2 CA, B, MJ 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Taylorcraft 
Pilot and Observer 

Continental 
0-170-3 

65 

4 cyl., direct drive, horizontally 
opposed, aircooled 

PROPELLER 
Sensenich two-bladed 6', fixed· 
pitch, wooden propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1941 -44 (1,942 procured) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS' 

230 nautical miles 
10,050 feet 

1,300 lbs 
83 knots 

Metal-frame, fabric-covered aircraft. 
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L-3 CA, B, C) 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Aeronca 
Pilot and Observer 

Continental 
0-170-3 

65 

4 cyl., direct drive, horizontally 
opposed, aircooled 

PROPELLER 
L-3A : Freedman-Burnham ground adjustable, 

two-bladed propeller with aluminum alloy hub. 
L-3B; C: Sensenich fixed pitch, 6' two-bladed, 
wooden propeller. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1942-43 (1 ,464 procured) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

165 nautical miles 
7,750 feet 

1,300 lbs 
76 knots 

Metal-frame, fabric-covered aircraft. Ori
ginally designated the 0-5B. Ten versions were 
purchased, a few of which were side-by-side. 
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L-4 CA, B, H, J) 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Piper 
Pilot and Observer 

Continental 
0-170-3 

65 

4 cyl., direct drive, horizontally 
opposed, aircooled 

PROPELLER 
Sensenich fixed pitch, 6' two-bladed, 

wooden propeller. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1942-45 (9,404 procured) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

165 nautical miles 
9,300 feet 
1,220 lbs 
66 knots 

Metal-frame, fabr-ic-covered aircraft. Pur
chased in 1 0 versions. Originally designated 
the 0-59. The L-2, L-3, and L-4 were all un
officially called " Grasshoppers." 



~.--- - · --- _ ... ; .:~- •• • ! 

L-5 CA, B, C, E) 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Vultee-Stinson 
Pilot and Observer, or Litter 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
0-435-1 

185 

6 cyl., direct drive, horizontally 
opposed, aircooled 

PROPELLER 
Sensenich, fixed pitch, 7' 1" two-bladed, 

wooden propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1942-45 (3,975 procured) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

365 nautical miles 
15,800 feet 

2,020 lbs 
87 knots 

Metal-frame fuselage, wood and metal air
foil structure, fabric-covered aircraft_ Originally 
used exclusively by the Army Air Corps and 
designated tbe 0-62 . Army Liaison pilots oper
ated these from 1945 and during the first 
months of the Korean hostilities. 

L-6 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Interstate 
P·ilot and Observer 

Aircooled 
0-200-5 

102 

4 cyl., horizontally opposed, 
direct drive, aircooled. 

PROPELLER 
U.S. Propeller, 6'4" fixed pitch, two-bladed 

propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1942-43 (250 procured) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

515 nautical miles 
12, 100 feet 

1,650 lbs 
76 knots 

Fabric-covered aircraft known commercially 
as the S-1 B Cadet. Original military designa
tion was 0-63. 
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H-138 
Training, Observation, Recon. 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Bell 
P·ilot and Observer 

Franklin 
1 E-0-335 

178 

6 cyl., horizontally 
aircooled. 

opposed, 
GROSS WEIGHT 

CRUISING SPEED 

2,102 lbs 

57 knots 
PROCUREMENT DATA REMARKS 

Delivered 1948-49 (65 purchased) 
Forerunner to current H-13 Helicopter. These 

machines were used during early Korean hos-PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 122 nautical miles tilities. 

H-23 (A, Bl 
Trng., Obsn., Recon., Evac. 

MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Hiller 

Pilot-2 passengers, or two litters 
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ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 

DESCRIPTION 

Franklin 
0-335-4 

178 

6 cyl., horizontally opposed, aircooled 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 

PERFORMANCE 

1950 (323 procured) 

RANGE 95 nautical miles 
GROSS WEIGHT (Maximum) 2,400 lbs 
CRUISING SPEED (Medium) 42 knots 

REMARKS 
The Navy gave the Army 50 HTL's in 1950 

which were redesignated H23A's. Seven of 
these went to Korea. The Army then purchased 
50 H-23A's and 273 H-23B's in 1950. (FY 
1951 funding). The early model H-23 's had 
"mast bumping" trouble which was later cor
rected by increasing the hub clearances. 



L-16 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Aeronca 
Pilot and Observer 

Continental 
0-190-1 

95 

4 cyl., horizontally opposed, 
direct drive, aircooled. 

PROPELLER 
McCauley 6'1" fixed pitch, metal blade 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

1948 (609 procured) 

219 nautical miles 
14,500 feet 

1,300 lbs 
70 knots 

Fabric-covered, metal-frame. Standard com
mercial Aeronca "Champion ." The most inex
pensive aircraft ever purchased by the military. 
Used in early part of Korean War.· 

FOUNDATIONAL 
FORTIES 

L- 17 

Utility 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Ryan (North American) 
Pilot-3 Passengers 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Continental 
0-470-7 

205 

6 cyl., horizontally opposed, 
direct drive, aircooled. 

PROPELLER 
Hartzell 7' controllable pitch, metal or plas

tic two-bladed propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

1948-49 (657 procured) 

516 nautical miles 
10,900 feet 

3,050 lbs 
105 knots 

Three versions of the L-17 were purchased. 
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Among In Developments 
in Radio Navigation: 

• ILS (Instrument Low-Approach 
System) 

• VORTAC-DMET 
• Aircraft Communications 
• LORAN (Long-Range Navigation) 
• Direction Finders 
• TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation) 
• Air Trafflc Control Systems 
• Four-Course Radio Ranges 
• VHF Airport Radio Direction Finders 
• Doppler 
• GCA (Ground-Controlled Approach) 
• VOR Antenna 
• Automatic Recording/Data Link 
• MTI and PPI ,Radar (Basic Patents) 

AVIONICS 
for the 

MILITARY 
from take-oR to touchdown 
• • • throughout the world 

Since the invention of the world's first 
automatic direction finder, ITT Labora
tories-research center of International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 
has pioneered in radio aids to aerial navi
gation. 

ITT is an important contributor to 
Army aviation, tlu·ough the development 
of equipment to meet the requirements of 
light observation, sm·veillance, drone, and 
transport aircraft. 

Major areas of current activity include: 
cockpit map displays ... lightweight Tacan 
.. . transistorized ILS packages . .. doppler 
... compact, low-power beacons for heli
copter drops . .. data processing, and in
frared. ITT's Loran-C receiver - for "fixes" 
up to 2,300 miles off-shore - is presently 
being re-packaged to meet critical space 
limitations. 

These and other vital developments 
covering all phases of Avionics are but a 
few of the many ways research at ITT 
Laboratories contributes to the progress of 
jet-age, all-weather, world-wide flying. 

111liJ ~ LABORATORIES 
500 WASHINGTON AVENUE • NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY 

A Division of INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 



AIR EVACUATION IN KOREJ 

THE 

Controversial Fifties 

C ertain logistical support functions are taken over from the 
Air Force. The outbreak of hostilities in Korea leads to 
further clarification of roles and missions and the heli· 

copter is introduced and performs magnificently in the difficult 
mountain campaigns. 

1950 - Army assumes Anny aviation logistical support. 
1950 - Amly plans for cargo helicopte1· companies. 
1951 - Helicopter jnoves its worth in Korea. 
1955 - Anny takes over the depot suppo1·t mission of A1·my 

aircraft. 
1956 - Secretary of Defense issues policy decision and detailed 

mle of Army aviation, to include new weight policies 
on A1·my ah-craft. 

1955-1960 - Army builds its aviation capability as warfare 
1·equirements increase. 

1955-1960 - Army initiates procurement of larger and more 
sophisticated ah"craft with Secretmy of Defe-nse 
approval. 
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The CONTROVERSIAL FIFTIES 

P
ublicaJt.ion of two identical docu
ments, AR 700-50 and AFR 65-7, 
23 March 1950, confirmed the basic 
understanding and officl_a}ly assign

ed the major responsibi1ity for logistical 
support of o11ganic aircraft to the Ordnance 
Corps. 

The procedures and responsibilities con
tained in the Joint A11my and Air Force 
Regulations were the subject of continual 
discussion on all sides from the date of 
publica.tion and especially after the out
break of hostilities in Korea. The basic 
problem was bound inex:tricably with the 
divergent views on bhe nature and extent 
of aotivitie5 expected of the Air ·Force in 
support of Army fielc for~es. 'Dhese stem
med primarily froni ~he various interpreta
tions as applied to the stated functions 
and missions of the Air Force as set forth 
in the "Function Papers." 

By 1951, and as the direct result of ex
periences in Korea, and the continuing dis
agreements over Army aviation, discUssions 
of the funotions and ro1es of Army a.ircraEt, 
par.ticularly the helicopter, had reached 
the highest administrative 1eve1 of the two 
service departments concerned. 

As a result of these discussions, Secre
taries Pace (Army) and Finletter (Air 
Force) signed a speoial Memorandum of 
Understanding dated 2 October 1951. This 
document eliminated the aircraft weight 
limi•tation, previou_sly imposed, and sub
stituted a definition for organic Army air
craft in terms of the functions to be per
formed. 
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AN L-16 OF THE 3D INFANTRY DIVISION 
UTILIZES A BUMPY KOREAN ROAD AS AN 

EMERGENCY LANDING STRIP. 

Under the terms of this document or
ganic Army a·ircraft would be used by the 
Army "as an integral part of its com
pdne.nts for the purpose of expediting and 
improving ground combat and logistical 
procedures within the Combat Zone." De
tailed functions, under the exclusive con
trol of the ground force commander, which 
might be performed by Army organic air
craft, were spelled out in .this Magna Carta 
of Anny avia•tion. ' • 

T
he need for further clarific31tion of 
Army and Air Force viewpoints on the 
Army aviation issue, particularly he'li

copter implications, again required con
sideration and discussion of the subject a.t 
the Department level. These discussions, 
inifiated 10 November 1951 and continu
ing through the fall of 1952, included those 
problems, general and specific, encountered 
during the Korean conflict. On 4 Novem
ber 1952, the Army and Air Force con
cluded a second Memoranrl;um ,. of Under-· 
standing, which superseded th"e special 
a·greement of 1951. 

This second document favored the Army 
point-of-view on Army avi:ution; however, 
it re-established a maximum weight limita
tion of 5,000 pounds on organic Army 
fixed-wing aircraft. The document stipula
ted that this provision would be subject to 
review by the Secretary of Defense upon 
the r~quest of eithe,r Service Secretary. The 
weight of helicopters organic to the Army 
was not restricted by' this document. 

A most significant feature of this second 
memorandum was the clear-cut de'lineation 
made between the primary function to be 
performed by organic Army aircrafit and 
those operated by the Air Force. 

Continued growth predicated on the res
ponsibilities and funotions c:;stab!ished by 
these Memorwnda of Understamding result
ed in transfer of logistical support respon-



THE 
ALOL/ETTE'S' 

PROVEN 
CAPABILITIES 

ASSVRE. ... ~ 

UTILITY DUTY 

MISSILE SITE SUPPORT 
. . . for the U. S. Air Force 

• USEFUL LOAD 
1,627 lbs.; five passengers

internal litter capability 

ENDURANCE 
Maximum flight endurance 6 hours 

• POWER PLANT 
Choice of 5 U. S, turbines including 

a twin engine installation 

• PERFORMANCE 

... For the U.S. Navy·Marine Corps 
Alouelte can hover OGE (out of 

ground effect) on a 9 5 degree day 
at a minimum of 6500 ft. at 

maximum gross weight 

ARMED RECONNAISSANCE 
. . . For the U. S. Army 

ARMAMENT 
Assorted armament capability 

• SPEED 
Maximum speed over 115 knots 

• MAINTENANCE 
2,000 hour overhaul life on ma;or 

components 

• DRONE 
Proven droning capability 

• OFF-THE-SHELF ECONOMIES 
Minimum development cost, 

ease of maintenance 

.--EJPIILI/EILIC ,41/IATILIN CLIRJPILIRATILIN--·~~-iiiiT'•K};IffJ:i• 
HEI..ICOPTE,. DI&/1-SION 

FARMINGDAlE , lONG ISlAND, N.Y. 



When you have to fly at altitudes like this, you 
need a Bell 47G-3 with Franklin turbo engine 

Franklin 6VS-335 
Turbosupercharged engine 

FAA Type Certificate Na. 1 E2 

At 15,000 feet, the Franklin turbosupercharged engine in 
the Bell47G-3 produces the same solid 225 h.p. as it does 
at sea level. With this helicopter and this engine, you can 
forget the old problem of how much you can lift at a 
given altitude. You can lift the rated payload of l ,Ullbs. 
right over the top of any ordinary mountain! Ask your 
Bell Helicopter or Franklin Engine representative for 
full details. 

A PRODUCT OF Aircooled Motors SYRACUSE, N.Y. 

BUTlER OVERSEAS CORPORATION • ISS Madl1011 Au., Nn Vft 21, N. Y. • El,orl Dhltl~ultrl tl "AircNitd PrMudt • Ctblt : "BIIthrtnl"' 



l 
-I AN ARMY H-37 MOJAVE FROM THE US ARMY 

AVIATION TEST BOARD LANDS ATOP PIKES 
PEAK DURING ALTITUDE TESTING. 

sibiJi.ty from the Ordnance Corps to the 
Transportation Corps. Authority for this 
aotion was contained in DA General Order 
76, da1ted 11 August 1952. Approval of the 
necessary funds for 5 helicopter companies 
included authority for the Army Field 
Forces to activate and train 4 of them . 
T'he Air Force would be responsible for the 
5th. 

These companies subsequently were des
ignated as Transpo11tation Corps units. The 
responsibility for activation and training of 
additional companies was assigned to fue 
Commanding General, Army Field Forces 
and was discharged through two Army Avia
tion Unit Training Commands. UniJt aoti
\'a tion and training for sing'le rotor cargo 
helicopters were conducted at Ft. Sill, 
Okla., by the 45th Transportation Bat
.t·alion. Tandem Rotor Cargo Helicopter 
Unit activation and training were conduc
ted at Ft. Riley, Kan., by the 7lst Trans
portation Ba~talion. 

C
oincident with these transfers and ·des
ignations of responsibility, discussions 
related to the duplication of capabil

it-ies, between the Army and Air Force, 
w~th regard to helicopters, had reached the 
Departmental level once again. As a re
sult of these discussions on 21 August 
1952, the Army Chief of Staff approved a 
program to provide the Army with 12 heli
copter BaMalions by 1956. 

T ·he recognized potential of organic 
Army aviation, helicopter~; and airplanes, 
as a direct resul.t of opera•tion in Korea 
sustained its con~inued growth. Its im
portance was officially substantiated in 
January 1955 by the Army Chief of Staff's 
approval of an Aviation Division in G-3 
for overall sta~f supervision; centralization, 
in G-1, of Army Aviator assignment author
ity; the establi~rhment of an aviation cen-

The CONTROVERSIAL FIFTIES 

ter a.t Fe Rucker, A.Jabama, to include an 
aviat ion test board ; assumptions by the 
Army of depot maintenance and supply 
respons·ibilities; and certain changes in pro
curement control procedures. 

D
uring the foregoing period 1942-1955, 

Vhe Air Force had continued to train 
pilots and mechanics for the Army. 

Army pilot training by \he Air Force was 
1.imited to the primary phase, that of 
teaching prospective aviators to fly . The 
tactical phase of training was conducted by 
the Army at Ft. Sill, Okla., and later a<t 
Ft. Rucker, Ala. The main training facility 
utilized by the Air Force for Army pilot 
and mechanic training was Gary Air Force 
Base, located at S'an Marcos, Tex. 

The divided responsibility for · the train
ing of Army avia-tors was unsatisfactory 
and the Army took steps to resolve this 
issue. In July 1956, the Army was directed 
to assume responsibility for the training of 
Army aviators and aviation mechanics. 
Thus, f<>r the first time, the Army had 
full responsibility for the Army Aviation 
Program except for certain logistic and 
developmental functions. 

Although the Air Force Army Pilo~ 

Training Organiza·tion was phased-out, the 
base at San Marcos, Tex., was utilized to 
continue the primary pilot training phase 
by civilian contract under Army super
vision. Army aircraft organizational mech
anics training, which had been conducted 
at the Gary faciJ.i•ty, was transferred to Fort 
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The CONTROVERSIAL FIFTIES 

Rucker, Ala. Field maintenance training of 
mechanics which has been conducted by 
the Transportation School since . 1 July 
1954 was not affected by this ch~nge. 

S
uch was the status of Army aviation 
until 26 November 1956. On ~hi-s daJte, 
the Secretary of Defense issu_ed a policy 

decision, which spelled out in detail ~he 
role of Army -aviation. Specific Army avia
tion funotions were defined in terms of 
reqwirements envisioned within the combat 
ron e. 

Included in these limits were maximum 
empty weights for Army organic airplanes 
and helicopters. Fixed-wing a.ircra£t were 
not to· exceed s,ooo· pounds; and rotary 
wing aircraft were not to exceed 20,000 
pounds empty. At the same time, the 
Secretary of Defense provided that on an 
appropnate show.ing of need, the Army 
would be permvHed by exception to pro
cure larger aircra£t. Lt was under this ex
ceptional authority that the Army &hort'ly 
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AN ARMY YH-41 PilOTED BY CAPT. JAMES 
BOWMAN SET A ClASS AlTITUDE RECORD OF 

30,335 FEET IN lATE DECEMBER, 1957. 

thereafter was authorized to initiate the 
Mo.hawk and Caribou programs. 

G
eneral acceptance of Army aviartion 
during and subsequent to the Korean 
conflict has greatly increased aviation 

requirements. Consequently, the major e£
fovt during the recent past has been de
voted to expanding the A·rmy aviation 
capabilLty, through improved equipment 
and organizations, design<tted specifically to 
meet the requirements env-isioned in future 
military operations and to proceed to 
mature the Technical Service research, de
velopmei1Jt, and logistic support capability. 

The foregoing brief history of Army 
aviation, from incep-tion to date, includes 
decis-ions and actions, which are considered 
major instruments in shaping i·ts course. 

As indicated by the foregoing, the devel
opment of an adequate organic avia-tion 
capability, immediately responsive to the 
desires of ~he Army Combat Commander, 
for the performance of a wide variety of 
Army funotions, has been continuous. The 
final acceptance of avia.tion as an impor
tant and integral element of Army military 
power is the result -of the efforts of irts 
proponents and the urgent mobility re
quirements of the modern Army. 



L-19 CB, D, EJ Bird Dog 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Cessna 
Pilot and Observer 

Continental 
0-470-11 

213 

cyl., horizontally opposed, 
... 1rcooled, direct drive. 

PROPELLER 
McCauley fixed pitch, two-bladed, metal 

propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1951-59 (1,871 in system) 
Procurement Status Out of Production 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 12 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 

515 nautical miles 
20,000 feet 

L-19A: 2,1 00 lbs., L-19E: 2,400 lbs. 
CRUISING SPEED 87 knots 

REMARKS 
The TL-1 9D is an instrument trainer with 

similar configuration and is stronger structurally 
than the L-19. It has a rear instrument panel 
which may be enclosed for hooded flight, and 
a constant speed propeller. 

The L-19E incorporates the resdesigned 
structural changes in the TL-19D instrument 
trainer aircraft (excluding constant speed pro
peller and rear instrument panel) . 

The basic L-19 configuration had a Boeing 
Turbine XT-50-B0-1 mounted and was known 
as the XL-19B. An Artouste 1 Turbine XT-51-T-1 
was similarly mounted in the L-19 and was 
known as the XL- 19C. Both ships were flawn 
successfully, but were purely for research. Both 
ships have since been returned ta the normal 
L-19 configuration. 
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L-20A Beaver 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 
CARGO 

ENGINE 

Utility 

De Havilland 
Pilot-5 passengers 

1,000 lbs 

MANUFACTURER Pratt and Whitney 
MODEL DESIG. R-985 AN-1, 3, 39, 39A 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 450 
DESCRIPTION 

9 cyl., aircooled, radial, with supercharger 

PROPELLER 

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP. 
. UHF, FM, Marker Beacon, VHF Omni, ADF 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1951 -59 (654 in system) 
Procurement Status: Last procurement-FY58 
Manufacturer's L£ ad Time 12 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

396 nautical miles 
(240 BHP @ 5000 feet) 

18,000 feet 
4,820 lbs 

113 knots (240 BHP @ 5,000 Feet) 

REMARKS 
A rugged all purpose aircraft; its versatility 

Hamilton-Standard contant-speed, 
bladed metal propeller 

two- proven by bush pilots in hazardous year round 
operations in Alaska and Canada. 
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L-21A 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 

LC-126 

Utility 

Cessna 
Pilot-3 passengers 

MANUFACTURER Jacobs 
MODEL DESIGNATION R-7 55-11 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 300 
DESCRIPTION 7 cyl., radial, direct drive 

PROPELLER 
Hamilton-Standard 7'9" constant-speed, 

metal propeller. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 

1951-52 (60 procured) 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Piper SERVICE CEILING 
782 nautical miles 

19,800 feet 
3,350 lbs 
117 knots 

Pilot and Observer GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
0-290-D 

125 

4 cyl., horizontally 
direct drive 

opposed, 

PROPELLER 
Sensenich 6'2" fixed pitch, metal propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 19 51 ( 150 procured) 
Procurement Status No Army procurement 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 9 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

260 nautical miles 
16,000 feet 

1,500 lbs 
95 knots 

All metal-frame, fabric-covered aircraft. The 
L-18C purchased for MDAP was the same air
frame as the L-21 A. The engine, however, was 
a 90 H.P. Continental. This aircraft is now used 
in many Army Flying Clubs. 

REMARKS 
Originally purchased by Air Force, then 

turned over to the Army .. Were used as instru
ment trainers by the · Army for several years 
but have been dropped from the Army system. 
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L-23D Seminole 

Utility, Transport 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 
CARGO 

Beech 
Pilot-4 to 5 passengers 
300 lbs aft compartment; 

393 lbs rear compartment 
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ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
GS0-480-1 (two) 

340 each 

6 cyl., horizontally opposed, air
cooled, with geared supercharger 

PROPELLER 
Hartzell 3-bladed, contant-speed propeller. 

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP. 
UHF, VHF, ADF, Marker Beacon, Glideslope 

Receiver. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1953 (A), 1954 (B), and 

1956-59 (D) (194 in system) 
Procurement Data Last procurement-FY58 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 1,177 nautical miles (65% pwr 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

@ 1 0,000 feet) 
26,300 feet 

7,000 lbs 
176 knots 

(65% pwr@ 10,000 feet) 

This model is installed with deicing equip
ment and an oxygen system. 16 RL-23 aircraft 
in system. 

l 
1 



AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 

L-268 

Utility 

Aero Design 
Pilot-5 passeng~rs 

MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

lycoming 
G0-480-1 (two) 

275 (each) 

6 cyl., horizontally opposed, gear drive 

PROPEllER 
Hartzell controllable-pitch, metal propeller. 

ElECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP. 
Radio Rec., Glide Slope, ADF, Marker Bea

con, Omni, UHF. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered (15 procured; 1 0 in system) 
Procurement Status None 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEiliNG 
GROSS WEIGHT 

1,000 nautical miles 
22,900 feet 

5,500 lbs 

CRUISING SPEED 170 knots 

REMARKS 
5 are Rl-26 configuration with special elec

tronic gear. 



H-13H Sioux 

Trng., Obsn., Recon., Evac. 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER Bell 
PERSONNEL 

Pilot-two passengers, or two litters 

cp 
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ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
MODEL DESIGNATION C-435-23 
TAKE-OFF H.P. 250 (Derated to 200) 
DESCRIPTION 

6 cyl., horizontally opposed, 
aircooled. 

ROTOR 
Bell rotor, two-bladed teetering with Bell 

metal blades . 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1956-60 (831 in system) 
Procurement Status 

Commercial production only 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 1 1 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

166 nautical miles 
13,400 feet 

2,450 lbs 
70 knots 

The H-13H is the latest of the H-13 series. 
The H-13A, B, C, D, E, and G were powered 
by conventional engines and were the results 
of improvement of the basic aircraft. One " E" 
model was converted to an XH- 13F model 
with an .Artouste 1 turbine engine installed for 
tests. This has been returned to the " G" con
figuration . 



H-230 Raven 

Trng, Obsn., Recon., Evac. 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Hiller 
Pilot-Two passengers 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
0-435-23 

250 

6 cyl., horizontally opposed, airc·ooled 

ROTOR 
Hiller rotor, two-bladed with Parsons metal 

blades, 35' diameter; single metal tail. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1957-60 (57 4 in system) 
Procurement Status Current production 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 12 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 

162 nautical tniles 
12,900 feet 

2,700 lbs 

CRUISING SPEED 70 knots 

REMARKS 
The Army purchased its first H-23 model 

helicopters in FY 1951. 



H-19 (A, B, C, D) Chickasaw 

Utility 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER Sikorsky 
PERSONNEL Crew of 2, 

plus 1 0 passengers, or 6 litter patients 
CARGO 1 ,02B lbs 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Curtiss-Wright (lycoming) 
MODEL DESIGNATION R-1300-3 
TAKE-OFF H.P. BOO (de-rated 700) 
DESCRIPTION 9 cylinder, radial 

ROTOR 
3 Blade, 53' Diameter, Sikorsky Interchange

able Metal Blades (Main); 2 Blade, B' Diameter, 
Sikorsky Interchangeable Metal Blades (Tail 
Rotor) . 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 19 53-56 (292 in system) 
Manufacturer's lead Time 12 Months REMARKS 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 

CRUISING SPEED 

220 nautical miles 
12,000 feet 

7,522 lbs (H-19D) 
6,7 67 lbs (H-19C) 

B1 knots 

The H-19C, an earlier model, was powered 
with a 600 hp, Pratt & Wh itney R-1340-57 
engine. The Air Force designation of this hcptr 
is the H-19A and B. Navy is HRS, Marine is 
H04S. This aircraft was the first Army cargo 
aircraft used in combat. Two companies arrived 
in Korea in January, 1953 . 



H-21 C Shawnee 

Cargo, Personnel 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER Vertol 
PERSONNEL Crew of 2, 

plus 20 troops or crew of 3 and 1 2 litters 
CARGO Approximate 3,200 lbs 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

ROTOR 

Curtiss-Wright 
R-1820-1 03 

1,425 
9 cylinder, radial 

3 Blade 44' Diameter, 16_5'' Chord Tandem 
Rotors 
ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP. 

FM, Marker Beacon, VHF, ADF 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1954-59 (294 in system) 
Procurement Status No Army procurement 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 20 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 

220 nautical miles 
18,600 feet 

GROSS WEIGHT 

CRUISING SPEED 
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AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

H-25 

Utility 

Piasecki 

Crew of 2, plus 3 to 6 passengers 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Continental 
MODEL DESIGNATION R-975-46 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 475 
DESCRIPTION 9 cylinder radial engine 

ROTOR 
2 three-bladed rotors, 35' in diameter. 
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PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

- ----

(See Remarks) 

216 nautical miles 
11,500 feet 

5,500 lbs 
80 knots 

The H-25 Helicopter was developed for the 
Navy for rescue operations. With minor modi
fications, it met U.S. Army operational needs in 
land-cargo and rescue-utility type missions. 70 
were procured for Army use but have since. 
been turned over to the Navy. 



H-34A Choctaw 

Light Cargo 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Sikorsky 
Crew of 2, plus 18 troops, 

or 8 litters 

CARGO Approximately 3,200 lbs 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Curtiss-Wright (Lycoming) 
MODEL DESIGNATION R-1820-84 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 1,425 
DESCRIPTION 9 cylinder, radial 

PROPELLER 
4 Blade 56 ' Diameter, Sikorsky Metal Inter· 

changeable Blades (Main); 4 Blade, 9'4" Diam· 
eter, Sikorsky Metal Interchangeable Blades 
(Tail) 

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATION EQUIP. 
VHF, FM, Marker Beacon, ADF, UHF 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1955-59 (407 in system) 
Production Status No Army procurement 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 18 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 

CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

238 nautical miles 
10,400 feet 

Design : 12,068 lbs; 
Max. T.O .: 13,000 

94 knots 

The Navy Designation is HSS-1, Marine HUS-
1. The Air Force does not use this helicopter. 
H-34A is equipped to carry external sling 
loads, and selected helicopters are equipped 
for rescue missions. 



H-37A Mojave 

Medium Cargo 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Sikorsky 
Crew of 3, 

23 troops, or .24 litters 
6,000 lbs CARGO 
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ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Prott and Whitney 
MODEL DESIGNATION R-2800-54 (two) 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 2,100 each 
DESCRIPTION 18 cyl., twin row, radial 

ROTOR 
5 Blade, 72' Diameter, 21.5" Chord, Sikor 

sky Metal Interchangeable Blades (Main); 4 
Blade, 15' Diameter, Sikorsky Metal Inter
changeable Blades (Tail) 

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
VHF, FM, Marker Beacon, ADF 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1956-60 (91 in system) 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 18 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
WEIGHT 

125 nautical miles 
9,650 feet 

Design 30,342 lbs, Max. T.O. 31,000 lbs 
CRUISING SPEED 1 00 knots 

REMARKS 
This is the largest standard helicopter in cur

rent Army use. The AF does not use this heli
copter . The Navy and Marine designation of 
this helicopter is HR2S-1, 



U-1A Otter 

Cargo, Personnel, Evac, Air Supply 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 
CARGO 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 

De Havilland 
Pilot-1 0 troops 

Pilot plus 2,000 lbs 

MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF . HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Pratt and Whitney 
R-1340-59 

600 

9 cyl., aircooled, radial, gear drive, with 
supercharger 

PROPELLER 
Hamilton-Standard three-bladed, constant 

speed, hydromatic propeller 

CONTROVERSIAL 

FIFTIES 

Rec Radio Set, ADF, Marker Beacon, Gyromag
netic Compass, VHF Omni . 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1955-60 (170 in system) 
Procurement St.atus No Army procurement 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 12 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE (Combat 1 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

ton payload) 
505 nautical miles 

17,400 feet 
8,000 lbs 
104 knots 

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP. REMARKS 
FM Trans Rec, LF Radio Receiver, UHF Trans- To be replaced by the AC-1 Caribou. 



CONTROVERSIAL 
FIFTIES 

XH-26 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 

American Helicopter 
Pilot 

MANUFACTURER American Helicopter 
MODEL DESIGNATION XPJ49-AH-3 (two) 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 36 lbs thrust each 
DESCRIPTION Tip-mounted, Pulse Jet 

PROPELLER 
2 bladed, teetering, with Prewitt blades 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1952-1954 (5 procured) 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

7,000 feet 
810 lbs 

65 knots 

Procured for engineering and operational PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 100 nautical miles evaluation. 

YL-15 

Observation 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Boeing 
Pilot and Observer 
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ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
0-290-7 

125 

4 cyl., horizontally opposed, 
direct drive, aircooled 

PROPELLER 
Controllable pitch propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
C.RUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

1947-49 (12 procured) 

189 nautical miles 
12,500 feet 

2,216 lbs 
75 knots 

Production prototype, never produced . The 
aircraft used sp.oilers instead of ailerons a·nd 
full flaps . Observer was seated backwards. 



XL-13 

Observation 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Consolidated-Vultee 
Pilot-2 passengers 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Aircooled 
X0-425-5 

245 

6 cyl., horizontally opopsed, direct drive 

PROPELLER 
8'6" Controllable pitch propeller 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

425 nautical miles 
15,000 feet 

2,900 lbs 
92 knots 

Two procured. Production prototype with 
folding wings and tail. Never produced for 
Army aviation. 

CONTROVERSIAL 
FIFTIES 

XH-15 

Reconnai::;sance, Utility 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Bell 
Pilot-1 passenger 

Continental 
X0-470-5 

280 

6 cylinder, horizontally opposed, aircooled 

XH-20 

Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

REMARKS 

McDonnell 
Pilot 

McDonnell 
30 lbs thrust 

Ram jet 

Army followed operational and engineering 
evaluation progress report of Air Force. 
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CONTROVERSIAL 
FIFTIES 

YL- 24 

Observation, Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 

Helio 
Pilot-3 passengers 

MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
MODEL DESIGNATION 0-435-17 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 255 
DESCRIPTION Horizontally opposed 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

600 nautical miles 
130 knots 

This is a commercial machine and was pro
cured for operational and engineering evalua-PROCUREMENT DATA 

Delivered 1952 (1 procured) lion. 

T-37A 

Observation 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER Cessna 
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PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF H.P. 
DESCRIPTION 

Pilot and Observer 

Continental 
XJ-69-T-15 (two) 

920 lbs thrust (each) 

Turbo jet engine utilizing a steel axial in
ducer and an aluminum centrifugal compressor. 

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP. 
VHF, UHF, VHF, Omni Receiver 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

550 nautical miles 
36,500 feet 

6,250 lbs 
257 knots 

This aircraft is a jet trainer procured by the 
Air Force. Three were loaned to the Army for 
evaluation as a long range arti llery adjuster 
and for evaluation of low altitude high speed 
flight. Utilizes side by side seating with ejection 

. canopy and seat features. 



XH-17 
Heavy Lift 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Hughes 
Crew of 2, 1 engineer (test) 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER General Electric 
MODEL DESIGNATION 

TG-180, (J-35) modified (two) 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 3,480 
DESCRIPTION 

· Gas turbine, fixed shaft, gas 
producers for pressure jet (blade tip) operation 

ROTOR 
2 blade, 130' diameter, 68" chord, metal 

(main) 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
GROSS WEIGHT 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

46,000 lbs 

The XH-17 was utilized as a test vehicle only. 
Army followed progress reports on this machine, 
the first attempt to produce a flying crane. 

XH-39 

Utility 

CONTROVERSIAL 

FIFTIES 

PERSONNEL 
CARGO 

Pilot-3 passengers 
464 lbs 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Turbo Meca AIRFRAME 

MANUFACTURER Sikorsky MODEL DESIG. Artouste 11-XT-51-T-3 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 425 
DESCRIPTION Gas turbine 

ROTOR 
4 Bladed, all-metal, articulated rotor 35' 

Diameter Main; 3 Bladed all -metal 6'4" Rotor 
Tail. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

230 nautical miles 
16,500 feel 

3,361 lbs 
120 knots 

The XH-39 is a modified Sikorsky YH-1 8 with 
. the Artousle 11 engine installed. Used for 

engineering and high speed operational evalu
ation. 
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The new Beechcraft L-23F ... 

Meeting the U. S. Army's requirement for a modern 
high-performance, low-cost transportation system 
Already serving the U. S. Army, the versatile new 
Beechcraft L-23F is the latest in a long line of high
performance training and utility aircraft which Beech 
Aircraft Corporation has designed, developed and pro
duced for the military services since 1932. 

With supercharged fuel injection engines, the L-23F 
combines high altitude cruise power with exceptional 

short field performance, rugged durability and low 
operating costs to meet a wide range of needs . . . as 
a command liaison or personnel transport, a carrier 
of high-priority cargo, an aerial ambulance, or a multi
engine instrument trainer with a "big plane" feel. De
signed and engineered for future pressurization and 
turbo-prop modification. 

~eech ~~??Ya>~ 
Beech Aerospace Division pr·ojects in

clude R&D on manned aircraft; missile 
target and reconnaissance systems; com
plete missile systems; electronic guid
ance systems; programs pertaining to 
liquid hydrogen propellants and cryo
genic tankage systems; environmental 
testing of missile systems and com
ponents; and GSE. May we help you? 
Write, wire, or phone Contract Admin
istrator, Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita 
1, Kansas-or nearest Area Office. 

BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION e WICHITA 1, KANSAS. 



''DID YOU SAY 
ALL-MECHANICAL?" 

ON TOUR WITH CESSNA'S NEW 
MINIMUM-MAINTENANCE HELICOPTER: CH-IC 
Time: Midway in CH-IC cross-country demonstration tour. Place: High above military 
air base in Southwest. The pilot, demonstrating and explaining the CH-IC's high 
stability, was suddenly interrupted. "Did you say all-mechanical?" He did, and that is 
the wonder of this uncommon new aircraft: Free from the complexities and uncer
tainties that characterize traditional electronic stabilization systems, the CH-IC delivers 
stability with economy-of-maintenance and dependability until now unknown in 
hellicopter history. 

CESSNA 
Military 
Division 

CESSNA 
MILITARY 

FLEET 

- --- -~ ~-- -' .. 
I 

¥ 
~. 



YH-24 

Reconnaissance, Evacuation 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Seibel Helicopter 
Pilot-! passenger 

YH-41 Seneca 

Observation 
AIRFRAME 

MANUFACTURER Cessna 
PERSONNEL Pilot-3 passengers 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Continental 
FS0-526 

260 

6 cyl., engine, horizontally opopsed, 
mounted horizontal 

ROTOR 
2-Bladed, 35 ' Diameter Metal (Main); 2-

Biaded, 7' Diameter Metal (Tail) 

PROCUREMENT DATA 
Delivered 1957 (1 0 procured) 
Manufacturer's Lead Time 15 Months 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 270 nautical miles 

CONTROVERSIAL 

FIFTIES 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
0-290-Dl 

130 

4 cyl., horizontally opposed, aircooled . 

ROTOR 
29' Diameter blade wood (Main); 74" 2 

blade (tail) 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

85 nautical miles 
4,300 feet 

1,540 lbs 
50 knots 

Two procured for operational and engi
neering evaluation. 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

12,200 feet 
3,000 lbs 

82 knots 

Procured for h-igh altitude operation and 
engineering evaluation . 
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YH-18 

Utility 

AIRFRAME 

MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 
CARGO 

ENGINE 

Sikorsky 
Pilot-3 passengers 

800 lbs 

MANUFACTURER Franklin 
MODEL DESIGNATION 0-425-1 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 245 
DESCRIPTION 6 cylinder, opposed 

YH-30 

Training, Obsn, Evacuation, Cargo 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 
CARGO 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

McCulloch Motors 
Pilot-1 passenger 

630 lbs 

Franklin 
6A4-200-C6 

200 

6 cyl., horizontally opposed, aircooled 

YH-31 

Utility 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER Doman 
PERSONNEL Pilot-3 to 7 passengers 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
S0-580-D 

400 
8 cylinder 

ROTOR 
3 Bladed, all-metal main rotor 39' diameter 

with 2 bladed, all-metal tail rotor 5'5" diameter 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

400 nautical miles 
1 ?,800 feel 

2,400 lbs 
90 knots 

The YH-1 8 was utilized by the Army for 
operational and engineering evaluation . 

ROTOR 
2 rotors same diameter, 3 blade, 22' 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 

RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

172 nautical miles 
12,000 feet 

2,000 lbs 
78 knots 

Two procured for engineering and opera
tional evaluation . Rotor hub now used on 
Hughes YH0-2. Side by side seating. 

ROTOR 
4 wooden blades (Main); 3 wooden blades 

(Tail) 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

390 nautical miles 
5,700 feet 

5,200 lbs (8 places) 
68 knots 

Two procured for operational and engineer
ing evaluation . Commercial designation is LZ-5 . 
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CONTROVERSIAL 
FIFTIES 

YH-32 

Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

~NGINE 

Hiller 
Pilot-1 passenger 

MANUFACTURER Hiller 
MODEL DESIG. HR J2B Ram Jet (two) 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 30 lbs thrust each 
DESCRIPTION Ram jet, tip mounted 

ROTOR 
2 blade metal 23' diameter main rotor; Sin

gle blade-counter balance wooden tail rotor 
32" diameter 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

24 nautical miles 
11,500 feet 

1,080 lbs 
61 knots 

6 procured for operational and engineering 
evaluation. 
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YH0-1DJ 

Reconnaissance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 

Djinn 
Pilot-1 passenger 

Palouste 

Palouste Air Generator Model 4 
DESCRIPTION 

Compressed air generator consisting 
of a turbine compressor unit. 

ROTOR 
Three all metal blades 35'5" in diameter 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

1 09 nautical miles 
1,671 lbs 
46 knots 

Procured for engineering and operational 
evaluation . First helicopter to receive new Army 
observation designation. 



I 
I 

! 

YH0-2HU CYH-42} 

Observation, Training, Recon. 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 

Hughes 
Pilot-] passenger 

MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
MODEL DESIGNATION 0-360 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER Derated to 160 
DESCRIPTION 4 cylinder, aircooled 

ROTOR 
3 blades, 25' diameter (main); 2 blades, 

39.8" diameter (tail) 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

130 nautical miles 
11,000 feet 

1,550 lbs 
65 knots 

Off-the-shelf procurement for engineering & 
operational evaluation. 

CONTROVERSIAL 
FIFTIES 

I 

YH0-3BR 

Observation 
AIRFRAME 

MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Brantley 
Pilot-] passenger 

Lycoming 
V0-360 

162 

4 cyl., vertically mounted, opposed type, 
air cooled. 

PROPELLER 
Brantley-designed two section, three bladed. 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

217 nautical miles 
9,000 feet 

1,600 lbs 
87 knots 

5 procured for engineering and operational 
evaluation. The aircraft tested by the Army had 
skid gear in place of wheels. 
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CONTROVERSIAL 
FIFTIES 

YHC-1A 
Medium Cargo 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSON ELL 

PAYLOAD 

ENGINE 

Vertol 
Crew of 3, 

20 troops, or 15 litters 
3,778 lbs 

MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
MIL POWER (ea.) 

General Electric 
T-58-GE-6 (two) 

1,050 SHP 
900 SHP NR POWER (ea.) 

ROTOR 
Two each tandem configuration. 3 Blade, 

48'4" diameter, fully articulated, all metal con
struction . 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

13,000 feel 
15,550 lbs 
135 knots 

PROCUREMENT DATA See Remarks This is a scaled-down version of the HC-1 B. 
Valuable engineering and operational data 

PERFORMANCE derived from this aircraft is being incorporated 
RANGE 100 nautical mile radius in the HC-1 B. 3 procured for test. 

YH-168 

Heavy Cargo 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 

PERSONNEL 
CAFGO 

Crew of 3, and 47 troops 
8,500 lbs 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 

Piasecki MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

ROTOR 

Allison 
T-56-A-5 (two) 

2,100 
Gas turbine 

4 Bladed Metal, Fully Articulated Tandem 
Rotor, 82' diameter, 22" chord 

PROCUREMENT DATA 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

See Remarks 

175 nautical miles 
15,600 feet 
46,700 lbs 
124 knots 

The YH-16A employed the T-38 engine, 
manufactured by Allison. This project was te.r· 
minated in 1956. 
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THE 

OPTIMISTIC SIXTIES 

A
rmy aviation stands upon a solid foundation of acceptance 
and looks to the future with confidence. The state·of·the
art in aircraft design and production forecasts a signifi

cant future in which new and perhaps revolutionary con
cepts for the employment of organic aircraft will become quite 
commonplace. Future utilization plans are discussed along with 
research and development efforts and goals and logistics 
activities. 

1960 
Army Seo·etarial level backs Army request to Sen·etary of 

Defense for final assumption by Army of complete logistic 
1·esponsibility. Seaeta1·y of Defense Teviews plan for A 1·my 
assumjJtion of complete 1·easeanh and development respon
sibility. 

Army aircmft development and production systems manage-
ment initiated by Chief of Tmnsportation. 

First HU-1 delive1·ed to troops. 
Mohawk A0-1 ente1·s final engineering test stage. 
First Caribou accepted by Army for extensive service test. 
Army Aviation Requirements Review Board develops bluep1·int 

for futuTe Anny aircraft. Approved as planning guidance for 
_1960-1970 by the Chief of Staff and the Secretary of the A1·my. 

Ftrm long mnge supp,-essive fi?·e development program initiated 
with strong financial support. 

Concun-ent avionics programs developed to return coordinated 
weapons systems. 
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OBJECTIVES 
IN THE SIXTIES 

L
ooking at Army aviation in three 
phases: the "40's" when an infant 
was born out of wedlock and battled 
against the stigma of illegitimacy 

during and after World War II; the "50's" 
when the stimulus of Korea pushed the 
adolescent to"'ard rapid maturity, wLth a 
growing recognition of latent capabilities 
of the helicopter; the "60's", in retrospect, 
may well be looked upon as the decade 
when Army aviation changed the very 
organization and tactics of the basic ground 
elements. 

Army aviation starts this decade upon a 
fiirn foundation which makes it possible to 
look to the future with increased con
fidence. Today, more than 5,000 airoraEt 
are opemted by the Army. Each of ~he 

major combat units in the type field Army 
(division, corps, or Army headqual'ters) 
has an organic Army aviation element. 
Smaller aviation sections are found, as well, 
in certain of the combat support organiza
tions. 

In addition to these organic aviartion 
elements, large numbers of aircraft are 
found in the Transport Aircraft Group 
which may he attached as required to any 
comb3Jt unit at field Army level, or for 
the conduct of a speoific operMion, to any 
combM un1t below field Army level. 

A requirement for Army aviation to sup
po11t the Logistical Command has been 
recognized and proposed staffs and units 
have been establi&hed and are now await
ing approval. 
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I
t has not been difficult to find multiple 
uses for aviation. Rather, the problem 

has been to concentrate the limited 
means to accomplish priority tasks. In 
short, the Army has had to lirn.i t itself to 
goals attainable by realistic priorities. 

Vl'hile ground transportation will remain 
basic through this period, units, such as 
"a.ir cavalry," will inevitably generate ex
perience leading to other air-mobile organ
izations within the field Army. Rather 
than a la.rge. move involving say, a battle 
group, it is much more likely that the 
Army will be employing the smaller pla
toon and company-size air-mobile forces. 
The importance of a force that has this 
mobility may be all out of propor·tion to its 
size. Only by planning to use this type of 
force on every possible occasion will the 
Army realize 1ts poten~ial. 

Concept under Test 
At present, the Army is testing this con

cept. It effeotively integrates reconnais
sance units and Army aviation. Using 
a/fmed aircraft, sudh units will be able to 
probe the gaps of the atomic battlefield 
by fire and movement. With their machine 
guns, rockets, and missiles, they can exe
cute the battle tested device of reconnais
sance by fire. 

Unlike the fighter bomber, these units will 
operate habitually at or below tree top level, 
shooting generally from hovering positions 
close to cover, and delivering heavy con
centrations of fire for short periods of 



SEVEN SPEED AND TIME-TO-CLIMB SEVEN 
WORLD SPEED AND TIME-TO-CLIMB RECORDS 
WERE SET BY AN ARMY HU-1 IROQUOIS IN 

LATE MAY, 1960. 

time. Aerial combat reconnaissance pro
poses a completely air-mobile combined
arms uni•t capable of performing all the 
conventional missions of cavalry witlh an 
air-to-ground and a ground-to-gp.-ound 
fighting capabiolity. 

So successful has been the armed heli
copter concept that the Army has es·tab
hshed a firm program for the development 
of the weapons and allied equipment. In
stead .of being weapon orie!IJted as in the 
past, the program is now system oriented, 
the eventual goal being to design the 
weapon for the helicopter at its inception. 
CONARC has now approved increased par
tioipation by the Transportation Corps 
jointly with the Ordnance Corps in procure
ment, development, and test activities with 
the Transportation Corps monitoring. 

T
he Army is fortunate to begin this de
cade with a logical blueprint for the 
future. The results of the Army Avia

tion Requi!·enwnts Review Board and the 
follow-up actions on its recommendations 
are a guide to future procurement, organ
izational requirements, and personnel fund
ing implications. 

A ten-year plan such as this cannot 
possibly forecast all the imponderables t.hail 
may affect it through the years. Sta•te-of• 
the-art advancements may well indicate a 
new aircraft which may offer significant 
advantages which cannot be ignored. Any 
radical change ln the Army's personnel 
ceiling or budget w.ill undoubtedly be re
flected in changes in ~ts avia·t.ion program. 

The Army terr-year plan was based on a 
"status quo" assumption of personnel, 
funds, aQd po1itical atmosphere. Within 
these pa.rameters, the Army is convinced 
it has a sound and valid program-a pro
gram which establishes goals that year by 
year give an index of whether it is pm-

The OPTIMIST•IC SIXTIES 

gressing or retrogressing from jts air 
mobility· aims. 

As new hard ware of greater reliability 
and reduced maintenance requirements 
comes into the system, we will see greater 
acceptance of a.ir mobility as a standard 
means of movement. This change in the 
state-of-the-mind is as important as the' 
new hardware itself. The technical advance
ments in the state-of-the-art must be 
matched by similar advances in aior-rninded 
concepts if the Army is going to exploit 
~ts real potential. 

Organization Objectives 
Organizationally, the Army hopes to 

move toward ~hese basic objeotives: 
1. Elach Division to have the capability 

of moving at least a Company of Infantry 
by its organic adrlift. 

2. Each Division and each Olvalry 
Squadron to have an organic Aerial and 
Reconnaissance Troop. 

3. Aerial Surveillance to match its £.ire
power; at each echelon. 

4. Rapid purification of inventory to 
reduce the type of aircraft to ~he essential 
family. 

5. Acquisition of a limited number of 
flying cranes. 

6. Increased logistic capabilities as rep
resented by the Ca.,-iboufChinook team and 
any possible successor. 

If this forecast of the future appears 
overly optimistic, one only has to look back 
at 1950 to recognize that such growth is 
realistic and feasible. 
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A0-1 MOHAWK FEATURES 
EASY MAINTENANCE 
Grumman's A0-1 Mohawk, new Army observation plane, was designed 
for short take-off and landing, operation from rough fields, ..,..=-..r:---..:!~ 
high maneuverability, and maximum visibility for the two-man - ...... .; 
crew. Since it will live in the field with today's pentomic 
Army, ease of maintenance is essential ... and here's how the 
Mohawk meets maintenance requirements: 

0 INTERCHANGEABILITY-Left- and right-hand 
components on the Mohawk are interchangeable, including 
tail surfaces, engine power plant packages, landing gear. 

0 SERVICEABILITY-Engines on the Mohawk, including 
accessories, can be changed with standard tools-a minimum of special 
tools is required. That's what you call easy serviceability! 

8 ACCESSIBILITY-75% of the Mohawk opens up for maintenance in a matter 
of seconds, and this is done entirely by hand. And this is accomplished 
at ground level, thus eliminating aircraft stands, ladders, and 
other paraphernalia often unavailable in the field. That's 
what you call easy maintenance! 



GRUMMAN 
MOHAWK 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering CorpQration, Bethpage, L.l., N.Y. 



A0-1 Mohawk 
Combat Surveillance 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

ENGINE 

Grumman 
Pilot-1 passenger 

MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
MODEL DESIGNATION T-53-LJ (two) 
TAKE-OFF SHAFT HORSEPOWER 960 
DESCRIPTION Free-shaft, turbo prop, 

gas turbine 

PROPELLER 
Hamilton-Standard, reversible -pitch, three

bladed hydromatic propellers 

•PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

400 nautical miles 
25,000 feet 
11 ,860 lbs 
200 knots 

The electronic equipment varies with each 
configuration resulting in a change in gross 
weight, performance, and cost. The A0-1 A is 
the visual and photographic aircraft and the 
A0-1 8 has the A0-1 A equipment plus a side 
looking radar, and the A0-1 C has the A0-1 A 
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equipment plus infrared detection equipment. 
The first two production aircraft are sched

uled for delivery to the field for operational 
use in April 1961. 



HU-1 A Iroquois 

Utility Tactical Transport 

AIRFRAME , 
MANUFACTURER Bell 
PERSONNEL 
Pilot-5 passengers, or crew of 3 & 2 litters 

CARGO 800 lbs I@ 5,908 GW) 

'· ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 860 
DESCRIPTION Gas turbine, free shaft 

R.OTOR 
2-Biade, 43'9" Diameter, Bell metal inter

changeable (Main); 2-Biade, 8'5" Diameter, 
Bell metal interchangeable (Tail) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

200 nautical miles 
14,800 feet 

5,950 lbs 
100 knots 

This helicopter is the first helicopter to be 
designed specifically to meet DA requirements. 
Many ease-of-maintenance features have been 
incorporated, such as : quick disconnects on all 
major components, winged dzus fasteners on 
engine cowling, one-half hour engine change 
capability, no requirement for special tools, 

built-in work platforms, and prov1s1ons for 
mounting of engine, rotor, and transmission 
hoist. 

First production aircraft went to 1 01 st Air
borne on September 11, 1959. 



OPTIMISTIC 

SIXTIES 

HU- 1 B Iroquois 

Utility Tactical Transport 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Bell 

Pilot-5 passengers, or crew of 3 & 2 litters 
CARGO 800 lbs I@ 6,532 GW) 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
MODEL DESIGNATION T-53-L5 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 960 
DESCRIPTION Gas turbine, free shaft 

ROTOR 
2-Biade, 44' Diameter Bell Metal Inter

changeable (Main); 2-Biade, 8'5" Diameter Bell 
Metal Interchangeable (Tail) 

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP. 
UHF, FM set, lnterphone, Emergency Radio, 

VOR, ADF, FM Homer, IFR, Gyro Compass, 
Marker Beacon. 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT (Design) 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

200 nautical miles 
13,700 feet 

6,600 lbs 
100 knots 

The fuselage configaration of the HU-1 B is 
essentially the same as the HU-1 A . The prime 
difference between the "A" and the " B" lies 
in the improved dynamic components which 
give the HU-1 B improved " hot day" perfor
mance. 

First HU-1 B production aircraft scheduled for 
operational use in April 1961 . 



\ 

HU-1 D Iroquois 
Utility Tactical Transport 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER Bell 
PERSONNEL 

Pilot, co-pilot, 11 troops, or 6 litters 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
MODEL DESIGNATION T-53-L9 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 1,1 00 
DESCRIPTION Gas turbine, free shoft 

ROTOR 
2 blade, 44' diameter Bell Metal Inter

changeable (Main); 2-Biade, 8'5" diameter Bell 
Metal Interchangeable (Tail) 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 250 nautical miles 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT (Design) 
CRUISING SPEED 

13, 700 feet 
6,600 lbs 
105 knots 

REMARKS 
A development program for the HU-1 D was 

initiated during FY 1960. The HU-1 D will have 
the same dynamic components as the HU-1 B 
but will have a slightly different fuselage con· 
fi~urat!on. In addition to the pilot and co-pilot, 
th1s aircraft will be capble of carrying 11 
troops. 

OPTIMISTIC 

SIXTIES 
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L-23F 
Utility Transport 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER Beech 
PERSONNEL Pilot, co-pilot,-4 passengers 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER 
MODEL DESIGNATION 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 
DESCRIPTION 

Lycoming 
IGS0-480-A 1A6 

340 

6 cyl,, horizontally opposed, aircooled, 
supercharged with fuel injection. 

PROPELLER 
Hartzell 3-bladed, constant speed, hydraul

ically-controlled, full feathering propellers 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

REMARKS 

1,180 nautical miles 
(65'/o pwr @ 1 0,000) 

25,000 feet 
7,368 lbs 
177 knots 

(65'/o pwr @ 1 0,000) 

Basically, this is an L-23D with a redesigned 
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fuselage with ground level loading and airliner 
type seals. 



AC-1 Caribou 

Transport 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER De Havilland 
PERSONNEL 

Pilot, Co-pilot, or Crew member, 32 
Passengers, or 24 Troops or 14 litters and 
8 troops 

CARGO 6,000 lbs 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Pratt and Whitney 
MODEL DESIGNATION R-2000-13 
TAKE-OFF HORSEPOWER 1,450 
DESCRIPTION 14 cyl., radial engine 

PROPELLER 
Hamilton-Standard constant speed, hydro

malic propellers 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE, Combat ( 1 y, ton + payload) 

SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

1,145 nautical miles 
27,500 feet 

26,000 lbs 
131 knots 

REMARKS 
Five of this type aircraft are undergoing ser

vice tests. 1st aircraft scheduled for delivery to 
operational units, May 1961. 



HC-1 B Chinook 

Transport 

AIRFRAME 
MANUFACTURER 
PERSONNEL 

Vertol 

Pilot, Co-pilot, Crew Chief & 
33 troops or 24 litters 

CARGO 
Pilot, Co-pilot, Crew Chief and 2-3 tons, 

depending on conditions and mission 

ENGINE 
MANUFACTURER Lycoming 
MODEL DESIGNATION T-55-L-5 (two) 
TAKE-OFF H.P. 2,200 SHP (Mil Power) 

1,850 SHP (NRP) 

ROTOR 
2 Rotors-Tandem; Blades- 3/Rotor Dia

meter 59' 

PERFORMANCE 
RANGE 
SERVICE CEILING 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CRUISING SPEED 

1 00 nautical miles radius 
18,900 feet 
26 .. 600 lbs 
130 knots 
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REMARKS 
Will carry Pershing Missile System Compon

ents. 1st Troop issue scheduled for 3rd Quarter 
FY 62. Replacement aircraft for the medium 
transport helicopter (H-37 A). 



a 
• revtew 

of 
army 

• 
avtatton 

While reporting on electronic 

equip"ments utilised in the 40s 

and the 50s, the Signal Aviation 

Program Manager, Colonel John 

L. Leidenheimer, of the Office of 

the Chief Signal Officer, casts 

an eye toward the 1960 decade 

and predicts the ultimate in 

the provision of Signal support 

ELECTRONICS 
EARLY ARMY AVIATION 

One of the weapons of a modern A1my 
is aviation-aviation to provide mobility, to 
obtain intelligence, to direct ·the Army's 
firepower. But aircraft are like eyes, which 
·have worth only when they can commu
nicate with the brain and thus aid in ac
tions accomplished by the body. 

Army aviation at i<t:s birth had the prob
lem of communication. Utilized primarily 
for artillery fire direction during World 
War II, the umbilical cord to the fire direc
tion center consisted of .the battery operated 
ground radios. The radio was not a part 
of the aircratit and was often simply bolted 
to it. Although this equipment lacked flexi
bility, range, and other essentials of depen-

dable communic3Jtion, a remarkable task 
was accomplished. Indeed, enemy supply 
lines often ground to a halt due mere'ly to 
the presence of the yellow Cub in the sky. 

The L-4 and L-5 were rused exclusively 
during contact flight conditions, as they 
lacked the essential instruments for blind 
flight. Hence, they required no sophisticated 
navigation capability nor air traffic control 
communications. They usually operated 
within sight of •the parent unit, so identifi
cation did not become a major difficulty. 
Thus remained the Arrq.y liaison plane and 
its mission, until the advent of the Korean 
War. Even though during the interval be
tween 1945 and 1950 new aircraft were 
being procured, these cratit maintained many 
of the fea•tures of the first 'liaison plane and 
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BOUNDARY LAYER BREAKTHROUGH 

New BLC-130 
takes off or lands in 
five times its own length 

the population of Army aircraft remained 
small. The Army Commanders, however, 
were finding new uses for their aircraft. 
New weapons were being developed-weap
ons less dependent on weather, on the .light 
of day, and even on the exact knowledge of 
an enemy's loC3Jtion-and the Army found 
new dimensions in the mobility of its air
craft. New aircraft were purchased to meet 
new needs. They were commercial types, 
but they began .to bear less resemblance to 
the J-3 Cub. And with new concepts came 
new requirements for electronics-commu
nication, navigation, automatic stabilization, 
instrumentation, identification, air traffic 
regulation! 

'V1th the demand for more comprehensive 
aircraft utilization, new policy had to be 
established. In 1952 a joint Memorandum 
of Under-standing established Army avia
tion 's role in the nation's defense. This 
brings the history of Army aviation elec
tronics to the Korean period. 
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KOREA 

During the early period of Army aviation 
there was one effort in the R & D field, 
initiated by the U.S. Air Force, to develop 
a light-weight grouping of equipment to 
meet ·the requirements of small aircraft. Al
though considerable Air Force time and 
money went into this -research effort, the 
outbreak of the Korean War found the 
Army in very nearly the same situation as 
existed at the close of World War II. Only 
a few Army aircraft in service at the time 
had radios, and the field expedient of in
stalling ground sets to meet the require· 
ments of the observation role was again 
necessary. 

There had been some advances in the 
family of ground FM radios, which made 
the task of supplying supporting commu
nic<Hions in the observation aircraf.t some
wha·t less difficult than that experienced 
during World War · II. Still no overall ser-



Imagine a 50-ton Hercules airfreighter lifting off in just 500 feet, 
from a standing start on an unprepared field .. Or picture the big 
prop-jet stopping after touchdown in 520 feet. This performance 
of Lockheed's Boundary Layer Control C-130, at mid-point of a 
2000-mile round trip mission, is truly remarkable. But its signifi
cance goes far beyond the spectacle itself. 

The BLC-130 brings true STOL capability to Air Force support 
missions. Whether it has to rush 92 combat troops to a spreading 
brush-fire fight, or airlift 18 tons of food to some remote hunger 

vice effort was orientated to the specific 
problem of Army aviation electronics. The 
L-17 had only recently been delivered with 
installed radios, but the electronic package 
consisted of commercial equipment. No 
standardization and little maintainence 
back-up were considered at the time of 
procurement. This further complicated the 
problems of Army aviation. 

ARMY "AVIONICS" 

November 4, 1952 marked the beginning 
of a concentrated effol't to provide the elec
tronics required in support of -the ever in
creasing Army aviation roles. The Memo
randum of Understanding of that date be
tween the Secretary of the Army and the 
Secretary of the Air Force relating to the 
Army's ·organic avi3Jtion clarified the pur
pose of Army aviaJtion and provided the 
impetus necessary to establish a true Avia
tion electronic (avionics) program. 

spot, the huge airlifter will be able to deliver its payload closer to 
the action than ever before possible. 

A test bed BLC-130 has completed advanced flight tests, clearly 
illustrating the feasibility of boundary layer control on big planes. 

LOCKHEED 
GEORGIA DIVISION MARIETTA, GEORGIA 

High speed air-supplied from pylon·mounted turbojet compressors and blown 
over flaps, ailerons, elevator, and rudder-causes the airstream to hug the sur· 
faces Instead of being separated from them. The energlzatlon of this boundary 
layer of air gives the BLC·l30 its extraordinarily high lift. 

The Signa1 Corps inherited the research 
and development of the light-weight Avio
nics package (AN 1 ARC-22) of the Air 
Force. This system incorporated these com
ponents: FM tactical communication and 
homing equipment, a VOR set, a marker 
beacon receiver, and VHF-UHF communi
cations sets. The development of the FM 
tactical set (AN 1 ARC-44) and the homing 
unit (AN 1 ARA-31) were sufficiently ad
vanced during the Korean conflict thM a 
produotion contract was awarded, resulting 
in a user test model in 1954. By 1956 the 
first production line installation had been 
made of a service developed equipment de
signed ·to meet Army requirements. How
ever, the rest of the ANIARC-22 was not 
adopte,d by the Army. 

Wi•thin the Army Signal Research and 
Development Laboratory at Ft. Monmouth, 
N.J. and the Army Electronic Proving 
Grounds at Ft. Huachuca, Arizona, R & D 
and evaluation work in support of the 
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Army Aviation Program was initiated wi•th 
the aim of developing equipments to re

,place .the exis·ting commercial electronics 
then in use. The Korean action and the 
delayed availa•bility of the Air Force-Signal 
Corps developed AN J ARC-22 had forced 
dependence on commercial gear. One was 
unlikely to find any two aircraft with the 
same electronic packages. The Aircraft Ra
dio C011poration (ARC) Type 12 VHF set 
had found its way into the L-17, L-19, H-13, 
and H -19 aircra£t but here the electronic 
configuration standardization ended. 

By the end of hostilities ·the Army air
craft had installed equipments to meet the 
FM tactical Communications role (The 
SCR-619 and ANJPRC-8, 9, and 10 ground 
FM sets), VHF communications, Low Fre
quency Naviga.tion (Manual loop and ADF 
in some aircra£t), and VOR navigation 
equipments. 

POST KOREA GROWTH 

The impact of Army aviation on the 
conduct of war in Korea clearly highlighted 
the need to expedite development of Avio
nics equipment, to provide the 3rd dimen
sion of battle with military equipment cap
able of enhancing its goals. 

The post-Korea period also ushered in 
the DOD requirement for all military air
craft to conve11t from VHF to UHF. Had 
it been possible to apply UHF universally 
in Army aircraft the problems encountered 
would have been considerabfy lessened. 
Though today the conversion is almost 
completed for CONUS aircraft, opera•tiona1 
necessity requires the use of VHF and HF 
radios in many parts of the world. 

A major retroHt program has resulted in 
a complete electronic configuration change 
since the end of the Korean War. All Army 
aircraft are now equipped with UHF, VHF, 
or HF operational communication sets and 
many have emergency standby sets. All tac
tical in-service aircraft and all new aircraft 
have FM tactical communications as an 
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integral part of the aircraft. For navigation 
both low-medium frequency, ADF, and 
VOR equipments and improved instrumen
tation have been installed. Many aircraft, 
both fixed wing and helicopter, now have 
electronic augmented stability. Retrofit of 
IFF is also well underway. 

The demand for all-weather operation of 
Army aircraft has resulted in varied and 
complex electronic systems to insure Army 
aircraft operation in the .ta ctical environ
ment while retaining a suitabili·ty for oper
ations in tbe common systems. The Signal 
Corps has now established interim configu
rations to provide tactical and common sys
tem compatibility for all areas in which ·the 
U.S. Army is operating. The varied equip
ments required and the limited standardi
zation have resul•ted in major 1ogistic, train
ing, and maintenance problems. To relieve 
the situation ilie Signal Corps and the 
Transportation Corps have established a 
Configuration Standardiza-tion Group with 
the aim of reducing the number of differ
ent con£igurations. Progress has been made 
in this area and fu,ture aims are a reduc
tion of the number of configurations by 
50%. 



C-31b and C-32b 
Category A 
and RTCA Standards 
FCC Type-Accepted
Part 9 for Aviation
Part 8 for Marine 

• Improved etched circuit and 
hermetically sealed relays 

• WEIGHS ONLY 15 POUNDS 

• 22 Crystal-controlled channels 
-simplex or duplex operation 

• 2,000-15,000 kce. 

• Ranges over 2,500 miles 
are common 

• Size : V. ATR SUN 'Subject to Change. F.O.B. Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, U . S.A. 

/R ELECTRONICS, INC. 
BROWARD COUNTY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT • FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, U.S.A. 
CABLE ADDRESS: SUN AIR Reco nized for reliabilit ... throu hout the world I 



FUTURE ELECTRONICS 

As wars are fought with "the tools at 
hand," continued research and development 
is of utmost importance. Especially so in 
this day of rapid advancement in the state
of-the-art. As long as potential enemies ex
ist, not only must research be continued to 
meet their best with better, but 0ur Army 
mus-t be equipped with the fruits of our 
developments, and production facilities cap
able of rapid expansion must be main
tained. To this end the Signal Corps, based 
on the experiences of World War II and 
Korea, is maintaining a program of aviondcs 
research, development, and aircraft modern
ization. 

Many results of the Signal Corps pro
grams of recent years wi11 become apparent 
to using units in the near future. Some il
lustrations of developments nearing comple
tion are: 

R-737 JARN 
Marker Beacon Receiver 

W"eighs a fraction of previous receivers and 
consumes much less power and space. 

ANJASW-12 (V) 
Automatic Flight Control System 

A single sel'ies of equipment that will be 
tailored into all Army aircra£t requiring 

Typical Flight Operations Center 

stability augmentation, it is lighter and 
more efficient than its predecessors. 

ANJARC-54 
VHF FM Transceiver 

Lighter and more powerful than the AN J 
ARC-44, it provides frequency coverage and 
channelization compatible with new tactical 
radios and furnishes improved homing cap
abilities. 

In addition to these electronic systems the 
Signal Corps is developing many other sys
tems ranging from self contained doppler 
navigators to flight operations centers. Also, 
continuing research programs are being con
ducted to provide lighter, more compact, 
more reliable avionics in all areas, ground 
as well as airborne. Improved tactical air
space utilization is being studied; simpHfied 
means of maintenance and aero-mobile 
main•tenance systems are being investigated 
and improved means of logistic support are 
being developed. Aircraft installations are 
being studied with a view to simplification, 
reduction of retrofit difficulties and stan
dardization. 

The U.S. Army Signal Corps in keeping 
with its policy of providing the field com
mander with the best poss-ible communica
~ion, surveillance, and other electronic de
vices will continue to stay abreast of the 
requirement to improve Army aviation's 
capabilities. 



IS IN THE ARMY TOO! 

WITH THE FINEST IN-

MINIATURIZED NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTING EQUIPMENT 

CPPC Navigational Computers with Doppler tie-in provide: 

• Continuous Latitude Longitude Present Position 
• Course and Remaining Distance to Destination 

• Course and Remaining Distance to Base 
or Alternate Destination 

• Automatic Display of Wind Velocity 
and Direction 

• Steering Information • True Ground Track 

CLIFTON PRECISION PRODUCTS CO., INC., CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA. 



AN/USD-2 DRONE 

AN/USD-1 DRONE 

The AN / USD-1 airborne combat surveillance 
drone presently issued to the Divisions to give 
them an interim unmanned surveillance capabil
ity. Manufactured by Radioplane, the SD-1 can 
carry a camera and is capable of being launch
ed from a zero length rail. 

Manufactured by the Aorojet-General Corpo
ration, the AN/USD-2 drone is being developed 
to perform the Division drone miss ion . This 
model will be able to carry a variety of air
borne sensors and will eventually replace the 
SD-1 drones. 

AN/USD-5 DRONE 

The AN / USD-5 long endurance drone now 
under development to fulfill the surveillance 
requirements of the field Army. Manufactured 
by Fairchild, the USD-5 will have a zero launch 
capability, and contain a variety of cameras, 
radar, and infrared equipment. 
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AN/USD-4 DRONE 

An attist's conception of the medium endurance 
drone, the AN / USD-4, to be manufactured by 
the Republic Aviation Corporation . Ex pected to 
be an optimum all-weather endurance surveil
lance system, this high speed drone will be 
used at Corps and higher headquarters. 



The OPTIMISTIC SIXTIES 

L
ess glamorous but most vital is the 
work-a-day role of aviation logistics. 
T ·he difficul~ies , successes, and future 
plans for improving this aspect of 

the program should be of vital interest to 
all concerned wi·th the future success of 
Army aviation. 

The Transportation Corps has been as· 
signed the basic responsibility for supply 
and maintenance of Army aircraft. Other 
Technical Serv.ices have a vital pat't to play 
in the overaH logistic support of Army 
aviation. The Signal Corps furnishes elec
tronic support; the Quartermas·ter General 
provides fue1; Ordn~nce the weapons; and 
the Corps of Engineers designs, constructs, 
and maintains the airfields. 

The Army aircraft supply and mainten
ance support was extremely difficult to 
carry ou·t under the original split of respon
sibilities between the Army and the Air 
Force. The Army was charged with require
ments, computation, funding, storage, and 
issue of supplies, and maintenance a<t the 
field level, but ohe Air Force retained pro
curement, development, storage, issue, and 
maintenance at Depot level. 

The deficiencies in this division of effort 
were finally recognized by Department 
of Defense and in 1956 the Army was 

given complete responsibility for all levels 
of budgeoing, sto1·age, and issue of supplies, 
and maintenance of Army aircraft. The 
period of transition of these functions 

from Air Force to the Army was character
ized by a series of problems caused pri
marily by the assumption of practices com
mon to the A•ir Force but strange to the 
Army, and by ohe hiring of technicians who 
had been trained in the Air Force's way 
of doing business. 

Today, the aviation supply system in the 
Ann)' generally conforms to the same prac
tices and is amendable to the same regula
tions as all other supplies wi•thin the 
Army. The structure of the maintenance 
of aviation equipment also largely con
forms to the standard maintenance patterns 
for othe1~ types of Army equipment, with 
the possi ble exception of the extensive use 
of commercial contractors both in depot 
ovedtaul and, to a lesser degree, in the 
field maintenance. This use of contractor«; 
at depot level has pointed out one de
ficiency in our present system. 

The Depar·tment of Defense and the 
Army are both cognizant of a need for an 
in-house capability for depot ma.intenance 
in Army aviation. They have decided 
~hat a plan be developed for phasing this 
capability into the system to give the Army 
an emergency abi!Lty to overhaul critical 
components and to provide a practical 
traJning ground for cadres of depot mili
tary personnel when they are required in 
theaters of operation. While no final steps 
have been completed, the Army has de
veloped and completed its plans and is 
prepa.red to move. 
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The OPTIMISTIC SIXTIES 

The concept of maintenance of Anny 
ainraft is based on. the principle of 
getting the maintenance support . for

wmrd to !he using unit in o1·der to 1·etum 
any aircmft to the using unit as mpidly as 
possible. 

T.ransporta:tion Corps units are organized 
to perform all field and depot maintenance 
in the theater, from the detachment which 
is organic to the combat division to the 
Depot Maintenance and Supp1y BaNation 
which is normally under the Communica· 
tions Zone or rear area commander. Present 
maintenance in the overseas theaters oper· 
ates w.ith these troop organizations, but 
the depot maintenance is reinforced by 
local hire of civilians and by overhaul con· 
tracts wi•th industry. 

There is some notable difference in the 
management of maintenance w1thin the 
continental United States. The major Army 
commanders have responsibility fm the 
organizational and field maintenance 
whioh is exercised through command 
ohannels to units and to posts, camps, and 
stations. 

Organiza•tional maintenance is performed 
by military personnel within the units 
opemting the aircraft, but third echelon 
maintenance shops are normally non-TOE 
facilities operated with tools and equip· 
ment and personne'l organized under a 
table of distribut.ion and tables of allow· 
ances. The personnel are genemlly civilians 
hired under CivH Service regulations. 

The responsibility for fourth echelon 
aircraft maintenance within the Un~ted 
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AN ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 
INSTALLED AT TMC, ST. LOUIS, SPEEDS REQUI· 
SITIONS FOR PARTS AND SUPPLIES TO USERS. 

Sta tes was assumed by the Transportation 
Corps effective 1 July 1958 and is accom· 
plished at maintenance shops located at 
General Depots. 

The aircraft supply system ove1·seas oper· 
ates under the concept that a small 
stock of fast moving parts plus "in· 

surance" items will be maintai•n.ed at the 
using level, with each echelon above cany· 
ing 1·eplenishment stocks a.nd items not 
stocked in theaters being forwarded by elec· 
tronic transmission through the Oversea~ 

Supply Agency in the United States to the 
respdnsible Invent01y Control Point. 

T.his system, uhe Army Field Stock Con· 
trol System, was developed in order to im· 
prove the economical distribu.tion of secon· 
dary items, wi.th pa-rticular emphasis on 
repair parts and the objective of assuring 
an adequa<te amount of supplies in the 
proper place and at the proper time with· 
out overstocking at any point of supply. 

The system, employing a selective 8tock· 
age plan at all echelons of supply, is based 
upon true consumption demand experience. 
Stocks are ma·in•ta.ined in direct rel<lltion· 
ship to the dema nds of the consumer. The 
same basic system is followed in the United 
States, wi,th requisitions being forwarded 
through the maintenance channels to uhe 
Na tional Inverutory Control Point. 

The basic problem of computing require
ments for procureme111t of paPts to fill 
future demands for new aircraf.t entering 
the system cannot be met through the nor
mal use of demand data . Here, a system of 
provisioning is required which permi·ts 
Army represenLa·tives to work with a con· 
tractor to make an engineering determina· 
Lion of what paPts will be reparable, a•t 
what maintenance level it will be repaired, 
and how many flying hours it wiU last. 
With this information, determination oan 



HE 
BEAVER SERIAL NO. 1 - Dl;:· 

LIVERED IN 1948 - IS STILL PER· 
FORMING DEPENDABLE DAILY SER 
VICE OVER THE ROUTES SERVED B) 
PACIFIC WESTERN AIRLINES. 

CF-FHB, the original Beaver pro 
totype, has flown almost a hundred thou 
sand miles in the service of Pacific 
Western and in that time has earned gros: 
operating revenues in excess of half 1 
million dollars. 

Much of the service performed b: 
this venerable Eager Beaver has beet 
along the mountainous Pacific Coast, op 
erating from salt water - as a seaplane 
landing on glacial ice - and from moun. 
tain lakes at 5,000 feet elevation (fron 
which take-offs with full gross load arc 
regularly accomplished by PWA pilots i1 
16 seconds). 

SINCE SERIAL NO. 1, NEARL~ 

1,500 BEAVERS HAVE ROLLED OFJ 
D.H. CANADA'S ASSEMBLY LINES 

Today' s Beaver is virtually identi 
cal to CF-FHB. No major modification 
have been necessary since the first pro 
totype was originally built. 

DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT OF CANAD1 
DOWNSVIEW ONT ARI 

F TIME 



operational theatre: the world 
The Iranian government, the Colombian airforce, the kingdom of Yemen, 

a police force in Indonesia are remotely situated on the global map. Yet 

these entities, as well as the governments of Vietnam, Argentina, Pakistan 

and many others, have at least one interest in common with ·the 

United States Army, the U.S.A.F. and the N.A.S.A. All depend on 

Aero Commander for safe, fast transportation. 

Whatever, wherever its assignment, Aero Commander accomplishes each 

mission wjth maximum flight safety. Aero Commander provides versatile 

adaptability as V.I.P. transport or for high priority cargo. Or as a twin 

engine transition, instrument and navigational trainer. Aero Commander 

is equally adaptable to ambulance duty, search and patrol, supply drop, 

radar and photo reconnaissance and aerial survey. Its stability and per

formance are unparalleled by any twin in its class. 

Pictured above is the all-new 8,000 lb. Aero Commander 680F with 

Lycoming IGS0-540 380 hp fuel injection engines, over-the-wing ex

hausts, and super-quiet interior. Write Military Relations Department for 

details on all models. 
AERO DESIGN & ENGINEERING CO • BETHANY, OKLAHOMA~ 
S u b s i d i a r y a f R 0 C K W E l L - S T A N D A R D .. Corporal ion 



MOBILE MAINTENANCE VANS KEYED TO MIS
SION REQUI REMENTS PROVI DE IMPROVED 
COMBAT ZONE FIELD MAINTENANCE SUPPORT. 

be-made as to what and how much to buy 
for maintenance support before the first 
aircraft comes off the production line. 

T
he range and quantity of parts selected 
during provisioning and the mainten
ance and allowance factors initially 

established to suppo11t a new aircraft are 
recognized as estim<rtes at best. It is highly 
desirable that these estimates be confirmed 
at the earliest practical dil!te, or that they 
be revised promptly, based upon experience 
with Vhe new aircraft. 

For this purpose, the Tmnsportation 
Aircraft Test and Support Activity operates 
at Fort Rucker, Ala. This organiza>tion 
conducts logistical and 1:elated · test pro
grams for new end items and c_omponents 
of aviation equipment. Testing consists 
of both accelerated and nonaccelera•ted fly
ing hour programs on new and in-service 
aircraft as well as of evaluaJtion of support 
equipment and tools. The ·tests are per
for.med to obtain data on parts usage and 
adequacy of the initial parts procurement, 
bu•t are also used to determine overall costs 
of operating bhe cra£t to include fuel, oil, 
and lubrication, inspection requirements, 
and many other items. 

Among the tools of management in the 
supply and maintenance field i& one that 
is also used by top 1evel operational man
agers. ThaJt is ·the Flying Hour Progmm. 
This program, which establishes the num
ber of hours each type of aircraft will be 
flown dwring the year, is one of the most 
important. tools we have today for manage
ment and programming of logistical sup
port of Army aviation . l•t provides one of 
the bases for computation of the initial 
requirements at the time of provisioning, 
for replenishment procurement, for pre
paration of repai·r schedules, and the estab
lishment of overhaul contracts and for 
budget justification. 

The OPTIMISTIC SIXTIES 

A
ll the tools of managemellJt stili leave 
some problems to be faced by the 
logistician: 

a. The Army still depends on the Air 
Force for procurement and engineering of 
end items. The Army Secretarial level is 
backing a request ·to the Secretary of De
fense for final assumption by the Army of 
complete logistical responsibility, including 
these elements. 

b. 'Jlhe Army stil'l needs an in-house 
capability for depot overhaul to facilitate 
training. Effective steps to eliminate this 
weakness are being taken. 

c. 'I1he A11my must improve its identi
fication of indJvidual parts, its control of 
reparables, and even its selection of end 
items for overhaul, Positive actions are 
under way on all of these. 

d. The Army has in~tiated a plan for 
expanding its systems management to en
compass Army aircraft production and de
velopment. 

The trend toward fewer models and 
types of a•ircraft and the standardization of 
repa.ir parts between aircraft are each aids 
in solving logistics problems. Our logisti
cians and maJteriel managers are rapidly 
gaining experience. The expanding pro
gram is attracting more highly skilled 
technicians. Changes are required, and 
changes will be made, to assure tha<t the 
Army aviation fleet of the 1960's will be 
receiving even better logistical support 
than today. 
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have airjeep with gun ... will travel ! 
• minimum silhouette 

Lower than a doughboy, shorter than 
an Army truck, the Piasecki airjeep 
finds easy concealment behind 
ground-hugging hedges and brush. 

• maximum mobility 
Flies easily over, around or under 
any natural or man-made obstacles. 
Drives on the ground. 

• weapon capability 
Ideal firing platform for rockets, 
recoilless rifles, guided SS· missiles 
and Davy Crocketts. 

• immediate transportability 
Flies in a C-130, stows on decks, 
piggybacks on flatcars or trailers. 

~ PIASt::::CKI AIRCRA~T corporation 
"W pioneers in vertical flight · International Airport, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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• • • For the 
Army • 

1 n 
he shape of Army a·ir vehicles which 
will be seen coming into the inven
tory during the neX!t ten years w.m 
depend upon the resources which are 

made available to the Army to implement 
the recommendartions of the Army Aviation 
Requi1·ements Review Board, commonly 
referred to as the "Rogers Board." 

This now popular term "Rogers Board" 
reters to the group of officers headed by 
Lt. General Gordon B. Rogers, of CON
ARC, who have written the la·test chapter 
in the long history of cooperation between 
the U.S. Army and Amel'ican industry. 

This latest chapter started last fall when 
the U.S. Army invited industry to partici
pate in studies of the types of air vehicles 
which should be developed to meet the re
qmrements for the modern Army of the 
future. In a meeting held at CONARC, 
the Army outl<ined the prelient and future 
missions to be accomplished by Army avia
tion. These were divided into three separ
ate areas: 

The first area, from the standpoint of 
payload, was the observation mission, 
which is now performed by the familiar 
Bell H-13 and Hiller H-23 type helicopters 
and Cessna L-19. The second area was an 
e~tension of the range and penetration of 
the surveillance mission capable of being 
performed by bhe Grumman A0-1 Mo
hawk. Tohe third area was the transport 
area, for which the Army sought to deter
mine whether i·t was timely to plan for a 
sing'le V/STOL aircraft as a replacement 
for the De Havilland AC-1 Caribou air
plane and the Vertol HC-1 Chinook heli
~opter team. 

For each of the missions, the A1llly pre
pared descriptive material which outl.ined 
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next ten years 
aviation 
the m1sswn, including payload, types of 
terrain and weather, and any specific de
sign features required. This material be
came known as the Army Study Require
ments, (ASRs) . 

ASR 60-1 described the observartion mis
sion, ASR 60-2 the surveillance mission, 
and ASR 60-3 described the transport mis
sion. These ASRs were not miHtary char
acteristics, but a summary of current capa
bilities and missions to be performed now 
and in the future. They gave industry a 
complete picture of the job to be done, 
not the type of equipment desired. 

ased upon the Army statement of the 
job to be done, industry studied all 
types of vehicles wh•ich might, wi'l!hin 

the 1960-1970 time period, be availab1e to 
meet the Army requirements. These studies 
included all of the aspects of the vehicle 
and supporting equipment. 

Typical operational missions were shown; 
design fe<~Jtures described in detail; and 
production and maintenance costs were 
estimated. The types of air vehicles shown 
included aurtogyros, helicopters, compound 
helicopters, all types of Vertical Take-off 
and Landing (VTOL) air vehicles, and 
Short Take-off and Landing (STOL) air
planes. 

The ideas submitted covered the com
plete spectrum of technical possibiLities as 
it is known today. From this complete 
spectrum of technical possibilities the 
Army selected the area, and wi·th.in the 
area, the general type of vehicle for which 
military characteristics would be prepared 
for a design competition to be initiated 
with Fiscal Year 1961 funds. 



he Army selection of mtsston and type 
was a three step process. First, all of 
the informa.tion was submi~ted to a 

technical review to vel'ify and correlate the 
data. Aeronautical engineers from the 
Langley Labora tory of the Na.tiona1 Aero· 
nautics and Space Administra tion assisted 
the personnel from the U.S. Army Trans· 
portation Research Command aot Ft. Eustis 
in bhis verification and correl3Jtion of data . 

The next step was to submit the verified 
technical analysis to working groups of U.S. 
Army officers who considered the opera
tional desirabi.l.ity of the ideas submitted. 
Members of these "working groups," as 
they were called, were drawn from Army 
avia·tion personnel all over the world and 
represented a tremendous background of 
aviation expet,ience. Eaoh working group 
was responsible for a particular area (obser· 
va•tion, surveillance, or transport), and 
specifiically charged with making a recom· 
mendation as to the type of air vehide 
which should be developed to meet the 
U.S. Army requirements in the particular 
area. 

The final step in the seleotion of mission 

The OPTIMISTIC SIXTIES 

and type was to evaluate the recommenda
tions of the three working groups. Because 
of the importance of the final decision to 
aviation and the U.S. Army, a board of 
general officers was established. As pre· 
viously mentioned, the chairman of this 
board was Lt. General Gordon B . Rogers 
of CONARC, who, for the purpose of thi~ 
board action, reported direotly to the Chief 
of Staff of the Army. Membership of the 
Board consisted of five rated and five non
rated general officers from all pal'ts of the 
Army (see box below) . 

The "Rogers Board ," considered the rec
ommendations of each of the working 
groups. The group on observation recom
mended immediate development of a new 
helicopter to replace ~he H-13 and H-23 
helicopters and the L-19 now in Army 
inventory. Figu.re 1 presents an artis t's 
conception of wh at ~his new helicopter 
might look like. It should have space for 
four p ersons and be capable of cruise 
speeds in excess of 100 knots. 

Lt. Gen. Gordon B. Rogers-Ohairrnan 
Deputy Commanding General, U.S. CONARC 

Maj . Gen. Robe>rt J. Wood Maj. Gen. Ernest F. Easterbrook 
Deputy Ch ief, Research and Development Commanding General, U.S. Army Aviation 

Maj. Gen. HamiJ.ton H. Howze 
Chief of U.S. Military Assistance Advisory 

Group-Seoul, Korea 

Maj . Gen . Thomas F. Van Natta 
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, 

U.S. Army, Europe 

Maj. Gen. Alva R. Fi-toh 
Deputy Assistant Chief of Stall for lntelli· 

gence, Deportment of the Army 

Maj. Gen. Richard D . Meyer 
Deputy Chief of Transportation for Aviation, 

Office, Chief of Transportation 

Center & Commandant, USAAVNS . 

Br.ig. Gen. Lawrence J . Lincoln 
Director of Plans and Materiel, Deputy Chief 

of Stall for Logistics 

Brig. Gen. WilliQm M. Thames, Jr. 
Commanding General, Army Combat Surveillance 

Agency, Office of the Chief Signal Officer 

Brig. Gen. CJi.f.ton F. von Kann 
Director of Army Aviation, Office, Deputy 

Chief of Staff for Operations 

Col. Robert R. Williams-Exec. Sec'y 
Chief of Air Mobility Division, Office, Chief 

of Research and Deve lopment 
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The OPTIMISTIC SIXTIES 

The working group on surveillance rec
ommended a new STOL airplane .of sig-n-i
ficantly increased capahilit•ies. An arti st's 
conception of this aircraf.t is shown in 
Figure 2. 

The transpol'l working gmup recOin
mended a VTOL air vehicle. This migh<t 
be an unloaded rotor convertiplane or coin
pound helicopter as shown in Figr1re 1, a 
tilt-wing as shown in Figure -1, or a vehicle 
resulting from the current "tes.t bed" pro
gram which has demonstrated technica l 
feasibility of the dueLed fan, ti1 t-wing, and 
deflected slip stream VTOL concepts. 

A
fter study of the .recommendations 
made by the working groups, the 
current Army air vehicle inventory 

situation, and the probable availabiil.ity of 
funds not only for development but for 
produotion as well, the " Rogers Boud" 
presented essentially a two-fold recommen
dation. 

The Board recommended an immedia-te 
design compebition, to be supported with 
FY 61 funds, for a new observa~tion heli
copter to replace the L-19 and H-13 and 
H-23 helicopters now in Army inventory. 

The board also recommended continued 
opera•tiona1 and technical researoh in the 
surveillance and transport areas in advance 
of design competitions for vehicles in these 
areas. Figure 5 depicts a possible forth
coming STOL resea•rch vehicle. 

This la•tter recommendation and the out
come of the studies now progressing, not 
to mention availability of funds, will 
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WITH ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTS PROVIDING 
A STRONG ASSIST, TOMORROW'S ARMY AVIA
TO.RS ANTICIPATE AN All-WEATHER, AROUND· 

THE-CLOCK CAPABILITY. 

govern the shape of Army air vehicles 
whioh will begin to enter the inventory 
toward the end of the decade. The first 
devclopmen.t will be a new helicopter to 
replace ·the L-19, H-13, and H-23 . 

When, whether, and w.ith what ·this will 
he followed hy a surveil.lance a•ir vehicle to 
provide greater capa bilities in this impor
tant area, or a VTOL transport of some 
type to a11gme1lt the capabilities of the 
Caribou and Clri11ook systems, will develop 
as I ime gut·s o11. Once a cleoision is made on 
tlu' 1wx1. area for development, the type of 
air vt·.hoidt·s will sli'll have to be decided. 
Tlw artist 's skolches shown herein are only 
possihilitit·s. 

The rinal decision will be made after 
t•stahlislnnen<t of dear-cut requirements and 
operational missions, approval of military 
cha ractcrisl i<c~. and a design competition. 
Of the fu,lllre, only one rh·ing is certain. 
Al'lll)' aviation will conti nue to grow. New 
vehicles will continue in research and de
velopment to meet the timeless require
ments for mobility. 

The shape of things to come in aohieving 
mobility may be unlike an}'lthing en
visioned during the earlier part of the 

past decade. A case in point is the Gmund 
Effects Machine (GEM) . The concept of a 
GEM machine is tha.t of a vehicle which 
would r.ide on a cushion of air between the 
ma.chine and the ground. 

Grorwd effects machines are not flying 
machines. They are discussed here only 
because they may provide the Army' addi
tional surface mobility to complement that 
now only available through aircraft. Al
thougJh the concept is not exactly new, this 
phenomenon has had very recen~Iy ad
vanced from ~he conceptual stage to actual 
"flying" research haTdwa1·e as illus.tra•ted 
in Figures 6 and 7. 

The Army is currently establishing a 
researoh program to exploit th.is potential 
to the fullest, to develop operational con
cepts, and to establish clear-cut objectives. 
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The Convair F-106 sets record 
as world's fastest jet aircraft ... 

powered by a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J-75 jet engine 
At Edwards Air Force Base on December 15, 
1959, the F-1 06 all-weather interceptor roared to 
a new world speed record of 1,525.95 miles per 
hour. Flying a straightaway course at an altitude 
of 40,000 feet , it bettered the previous official 
world mark by 122 miles per hour. 
The Air Force F-106 has also demonstrated that 
it has low-level striking power. At elevations 
of 50 to 300 feet, under most adverse conditions, 
the F-106 averaged 700 miles an hour in a 300-
mile flight from Edwards Air Force Base. 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's J-75 jet engine pow
ers the F-106. With this same engine, Republic's 
F-1 05D fighter-bomber recently set a new speed 
record for closed-course ftight. Over the years, 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J-57 and J-75 jet engines 
have held virtually every major flight record. 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
East Hartford, Connecticut 

A DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 



FIGURE 1 

Artist's Concept 
light Observation Aircraft 

Successor to 
H-13, H-23, and L-19 

FIGURE 3 

V-STOL 

Artist's concept of a possible V-STOL 
configuration which may enter the Ar· 
my inventory in the late 60's. See Fig
ure 4 (adjoining) for another possible 

V-STOL configuration, 

FIGURE 5 

STOL 

An artist's concept of a possible forth
coming STOL research vehicle. 
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FIGURE 2 

Combat Surveillance Airplane 
Artist's concept of a potential low alti
tude, deep penetration aircraft. Detail
ed studies are to begin this year on 
the technical problems associated with 

this type of aircraft. 

FIGURE 4 

V-STOL 

A second artist's concept of a possible 
V-STOL configuration which may enter 
the Army inventory in the late 60's. 
Figure 3 (opposite) presents another 

concept. 

FIGUR·E 6 

Air Car 

This 4-place Ground Ef.fects Machine 
(GEM), a Curtiss-Wright Air Car, is de
signed to skim 6 to 12 inches off the 
ground at speeds up to 35 miles per 
hour. Two of these machines were 
bought "off-the-shelf" from Curtiss
Wright to obtain research information 
on basic operating principles. Both 
machines are undergoing testing at Ft. 

Eustis, Va. 
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FIGURE 7 

Princeton GEM 

This Ground Effects Machine (GEM) was 
designed and built by Princeton Uni- 1 

versity under Army contract to study 
the GEM phenomenon and particularly 
the problems of stability and control. 

McDonnell XV -1 

GROSS WT 4,800 lbs 
EMPTY WT 3,651 lbs 
ENGINE Continental R-97 5-42 
SERVICE CEILING 11,800 ft 
CREW 1 
SPEED 120 knots 
MAXIMUM RANGE 31 8 nm 
MAX RANGE PAYLOAD 410 lbs 

REMARKS 
This aircraft was a "State-of-the-Art" 
development. The Army does not plan 
to acquire additional models . 

GROSS WT 
EMPTY WT 
ENGINE 

Bell XV-3 

SERVICE CEILING 
CREW 

4,744 lbs 
3,4121bs 

P & W R-985-AN-1 
15,600 ft 

1 
136 knots SPEED 

MAXIMUM RANGE 
MAX RANGE PAYLOAD 

REMARKS 

380 nm 
467 lbs 

This aircraft is currently undergoing 
flight testing by NASA. The project will 
be terminated at the conclusion of 
these tests. 
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DeLackner HZ-1 DE 

An alternate approach to the flying 
platform, this research vehicle (top) 
provided data on the un-ducted pro
peller concept for an individual lift de
vice . A later version used metal skids 
as landing gear, instead of the outrig
gers and inflated rubber bags. This 
project has been completed. 

Hiller VZ-1 E 

The individual lift concept (center) seeks 
to provide mobility for the individual 
soldier on missions such as scouting, 
reconnaissance, etc. This research ve
hicle is an experimental flying plat
form, kinesthetically controlled, em
ploying a dueled fan for propulsion 
and lift. The flying platform is powered 
by three 40 hp Nelson H-59 engines, 
and weighs approximately 465 pounds. 
The Army investigations of this vehicle 
have been completed and the program 
terminated . 

Vertol VZ-2PH 

A research tilt-wing aircraft (bottom) 
that operates both as a vertical take
off and landing (VTOL) aircraft and as 
a conventional airplane. In flight, the 
wing rotates through 90 degrees to 
convert the aircraft from vertical take
off and hovering to normal flight . To 
land, the wing again is rotated to the 
vertical. The propellers are intercon
nected and powered by one T-53 tur
bine engine. The a.ircraft com.pleted full 
transition from vertical take-off to 
cruise and back to vertical landing on 
15 July 1958 . NASA research flight 
tests are nearing c"ompletion . 
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Ryan VZ-3RY 

A research aircraft employing two pro· 
peller deflected slipstream . Vertical 
flight is achieved by deflecting the slip
stream downward by means of a high· 
ly flapped wing . The propellers are in
terconnected and powered by a single 
T-53 turbine engine, mounted in the 
fuselage . This aircraft (top) crashed 
in February 1960 while undergoing test 
by NASA. The aircraft is being rebuilt 
by NASA and testing will continue. 

Doak VZ-4DA 

This research aircraft (center) operates 
both as a vertical take-off and landing 
(VTOL) aircraft and as a conventional 
airplane. Dueled propellers on the 
wing tips rotate through 90 degrees to 
convert the plane in flight. To land, the 
propellers again are turned to the ver· 
tical. The entire airplane remains in :he 
conventional horizontal attitude at all 
times . The dueled propellers are inter· 
connected and powered by one YT-53 
turbine engine. Full con.version was suc
cessfully completed in May 1959. Con
tractor testing is continuing . NASA 
flight testing is planned . 

Fairchild VZ-5FA 

A research aircraft (bottom) that 
achieves its VTOL capability by deflect· 
ing the slipstream downward by means 
of a highly flapped wing . The four pro· 
pellers are interconnected and power· 
ed by a singleT-58 turbine engine. The 
aircraft is currently undergoing tether· 
ed flight testing by the contractor. 
NASA wind tunnel and flight testing is 
planned at an early date. 

( 
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Chrysler VZ-6CH 

A single place research aircraft 
(lop) designed to explore the aerial 
jeep concept and obtain research data . 
Shafting from one 380 hp reciprocat
ing engine transmits power to the two 
dueled propellers. Propulsion is ob
tained from a combination of vehicle 
nose down attitude and rearward pro
peller slipstream deflection accomplish
ed by duct exit vanes. This aircraft 
crashed in June 1959 during free flight 
testing . This vehicle has since been 
dropped from the aerial jeep program. 

Curtis-Wright VZ-7AP 

The aerial jeep research vehicle (center) 
was originally designed and construct
ed utilizing four dueled fans . As shown, 
the ducts were later removed . The ve· 
hide is powered with a single Artouste 
II turbine engine. Tests have been com
pleted and the project terminated . 

Piasecki VZ-SP 

This aerial jeep research vehicle (bot
tom) made its first successful hovering 
flight in August 1958. This model is 
powered by a single Artouste II turbine 
engine. A later version is powered by 
two of the same engines. Wind. tunnel 
test and a flight research program have 
been planned with NASA. 
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Flying Crane Helicopters 

The Army has a definite interest in 
heavy lift aerial vehicles that will lift 
about 20 ·tons of cargo. These flying 
cranes by lifting heavy loads over the 
beach without a break ot the shore 
line would save critical manpower. 
Such craft would be able to repair 
breaks in surface lines of supply, ex
pedite movement ·of large equipment 
over difficult terrain, carry structural 
materiel for bridges, and transport fuel 
to the forward combat areas. Several 
years ago the Army awarded a design 
study contract for a flying crane heli-

copter and more recently leased 25 
hours on the Sikorsky built S-60 
"Crane" for familiarization purposes. 
Pictured at the right, the S-60 is es
sentially the Sikorsky H-37 with a load
free boom in place of the fuselage and 
a glass-enclosed cab at the front . The 
pilot's seat is mounted on a swivel so 
that it can be rotated during loading 
for greater visibility. The load is attach
ed to an electro-mechanical hoist sus
pended beneath the rotor centerline 
for maximum stability. Designed to lift 
12,000 pounds, the S-60 has a current 
range of about 100 miles. 
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NUMERICAL LISTING OF AIRCRAFT 
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT H-21 (Piasecki, Vertol) .................................. See poge 495. 

MODEL (MANUFACTURER) REMARKS H-22 (Kaman) ............ lycoming 0-435-C engine, 200 hp. 

·R-1 (Piott ' lePoge) .. ....... .... ..... Pratt and Whitney R-9S5-21, 
410 hp engine. Twin rotors, side by side. Only two 
models built, 

R-2 (Kellett) ..... .. ............. Jacobs R-915-1, 300 hp engine. 
. YG-1 C autogyro, Only one R-2 procured. 

R-3 (Kellett) ....... ... ... .... ......... ... ... Jacobs R-755-3, 225 hp 
engine, A converted YG-1 B autogyro with a feathering 
rotor. Only one procured. R-2 and R-3 are the only true 
autogyros with a military designation, 

R-4 (Sikorsky) ....... ... ..... . Worner R-550-3, 200 hp engine. 
First helicopter procured by the military in quantity 
(131). Navy designation wos HNS-1. 

R-5 (Sikorsky) .............. .. Prall and Whitney R-9S5-AN-5, 
450 hp engine. First XR-5 (VS-372) was a tandem 
rotor model; all other were s ingle rotor. 132 procured 
in eleven models. later redesignated the H-5, Navy 
designation was HOJS-1 , 

R-6 (Sikorsky, Nash-Kelvinator} ............ Franklin 0-405-9, 
240 hp engine. Sikorsky design produced in quantity 
by Nash-Kelvinator as .R-6A and R-6B. 225 procured. 

R-7 (Sikorsky) ................ This aircraft was a redesignation 
of the XR-6A. The redesignation was later cancelled. 

R-S (Kellett) .................... Franklin 0-405-9, 240 hp engine. 
Twin side by side rotors. Two procured . 

R-9 {G & A Aircraft, Firestone} ........ lycoming 0-290-7, 
135 hp engine, One procured . One two-bladed rotor. 

R-10 (Kellett) ............ Two Pratt and Whitney R-9S5-AN-5, 
450 hp eng ines , Two lntermeshing rotors. Crew of two, 
six litters. Two procured. later redesignated the H-10A. 
Ten cancelled. 

R-11 (Rotor-Craft, Magill) ........... ..... Continental A-100, 100 
hp engine. Two contra-rotating, three-b laded rotors . 
One procured. 

R-12 (Sell) ............ Pratt and Whitney R-1340-55, 600 hp 
engine, Bell Mode l 48. Five passenger. 13 procured. 
later redesignated as the H-12. 

H-13 (Bell) ...... See pages 478 and 492. Navy designation 
is HTL. 

R-14 {G & A Aircraft, Firestone) ........ Light observation 
proposal. Three cancelled in 1946. 

H-15 (Bell) ........ .... .... .. ....... ..... .. ...................... See page 501. 

H-16 (Piasecki) .. ... ........ .. .............. .. .... .... ...... . See page 512. 

H-17 (Hughes) ............................................... See page 503. 

H-1S (Sikorsky) ......... ... .......... .......... , ............. See page 509. 

H-19 (Sikorsky) ................. ... ........ ......... ..... .... See page' 494. 

H-20 (McDonnell) . ..... .... ..... ....... .. .. ...... ........ .. See page 501. 

One Kaman K-225 procured for Navy fest. 

H-26 (American Helicopter) .. .. ..... .... .. ........... See page 500. 

H-27 (Piasecki) ..... ... ... . This was the original designation 
of the second YH-16 with T-38 turbine engines installed. 
Later redesignated the YH-16A . 

H-28 (Hughes) ...... .......... This designation was assigned to 
the improved H-17 Model M-190-4A. No actual aircraft 
ever built. 

H-29 (McDonnell} .... .. .......... This designation ass igned to 
the two-seal version of the "little Henry" ram jet, See 
H-20, page 501 . Pro ject. cancelled. 

H-30 (McCulloch) .... ... .. .. ... .... ........................ See page 509. 

H-31 (Doman) ......... .. ........ .... ......................... See page 509. 

H-32 (Hiller) ........... .... ... See page 510, Navy desi gnation 
is HJ-1. 

H-33 (Bell) ............ Original Army d esignation given to 
the XV-3 Convertiplone. See page 546. 

H-34 (Sikorsky) ......... ... .... See page 497. Navy designation 
is HSS-1; 

H-35 (McCulloch) .. .......... This was the Army designation of 
the XV-1. Also desg inated the Xl-25. See pag e 546 • . 

H-36 .................... Reserved for Navy use, then cance lled. 
Designation number never used , 

H-37 (Sikorsky) ....... ......... See page 49S. Navy designation 
is HR2S-1. 

H-38 .................... Originally reserved for Navy use, then 
cancelled. Number was later assigned to a classified 
project. 

H-39 (S ikorsky) ............. ... .............. .... .... ........ See page 503. 

H-40 {Be ll} ............ .. .... ... .. ..... Production models designated 
HU-lA. Only the "X" and "Y" models carried the 
H-40 designation. See page 519. 

H-41 {Cessna) ....... ...... .. ... .. Ten models procured far test. 
Four-place. Supercharged, See page 507. 

H-42 {Hughes) .... .... .. .. Original Air Force designation of 
the YH0-2HU. See page 511. 

H-43 (Kaman) .. ............ Pratt and Whitney R-1340 engine. 
H-43B has a lycoming T-51-l-1 turbine engine. Procured 
by USAF for crash and rescue missions. 

HU-1 (Sell) .... ........ ... ... .. Production desgination of YH-40. 
Actual production is HU- lA. See page 519. 

Pawnee (Hiller) ............ .... Ind ian code nome given to the 
Hiller Flying Platform. See page 547, 

YHC-1 B (Vertol) ......... .. .............. ..... ........ ........ See page 524. 
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YH0-1DJ (SUD) .... .... ...... .............................. See page 510. 
First helicopter to receive new Army observation desig
nation. 

YH0-2HU (Hughes) ....... .... ......... lycoming 180 hp engine. 
Commercial Model 269 ultralight. Five procured for test. 
Rotor hub is the same as the H-30. See page 511. 

YH0-3BR (Brantley) ............. .. ..... Model B-2 ultralighl Five 
procured for test. Lycoming 180 hp engine. See page 
511 , 

FIXED WING AIRCRAFT 

MODEL (MANUFACTURER) REMARKS 

l-1 (Stinson) ................................................... See page 475. 

l -2 (Taylorcraft) .. .. ................ .. ........................ See page 475, 

l -3 (Aeronca) .... ...................... .. ...................... See page 476. 

l-4 (Piper) .... ........ .......... .. .............................. See page 476. 

l -5 (Vultee, Stinson) ............................. .... ..... See page 477. 

l-6 (Interstate) .................... ............ .. .. ...... .. ... . See page 477, 

l-7 (Un iversal) ................ Franklin 0 -200-5, 90 hp engine. 
Commercial 90-AF Monocoupe. 19 purchased and sent 
to france, 

l -8 (Interstate) .... .. .. .... Continental 0-170-3, 65 hp engine. 
Commercial S- 1A Cadet. 8 purchased for Bolivia , 

l -9 (Stinson) .... .. .. .. ........ .. Franklin . 0-200-1 , 90 hp engine. 
Commercial Stinson Voyager, 20 were purchased as 
trainers for the Royal Navy. 

l-10 (Ryan) .............. .. ........ Warner 50-499, 145 hp engine. 
Only one aircraft carried this designation. This was an 
sew (1937) lease d by the military. 

l -11 (Bellanca) .............. .. .. .. Prall and Whitney R-1340-41, 
600 hp engine. like the l · lO, only one leased aircraft 

L-14 AIRCRAFT 
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carried this designation. Built in 1934 as the Bellanca 
31 -50. 

l-12 (Stinson) .... .... .. .................. Prall and Whitney R-60-9, 
300 hp engine. 4 Stinson Reliants built between 1930 
and 1935 as the SR-5A and SM-7B, Used in Air Corps 
training . 

l-13 (Convair, Vullee) .................................. See page 501 . 

l -14 (Piper) ............................ (Photo, this page), lycoming 
0 ·290-3, 130 hp engine. Lorge Piper aircraft with long 
landing gear, litter configuration. 5 were procured. 
845 were cancelled on V J Day. 

l-15 (Boeing) .. .................. .... .. .......... ...... .. ...... See page 500, 

l -16 (Aeronca) ............ .... ........ ...... ...... ........ .... See page 479. 

l-17 (North American, Ryan) ........................ See page 479. 

l -18 (Piper) .......... .... ........ .. Continental 0 -205-1, 90 hp 
engine. Standard "Piper Cub 95's" purchased for Tur· 
key. 105 new aircraft and 400 l -4J's that were over· 
hauled. Some were never shipped and were later used 
in Army flying clubs. 

l -19 (Cessna) ...... .. ................................ .... ...... See page 4B7. 

l-20 (de Havilland) .............. ........ ........ .... ...... See page 48B. 

l -21 (Piper) . .-.......................... ........ .... .. .......... See page 489, 

l -22 {Ryan) .................. . : 3 "Super Novions" were the only 
aircraft to carry this des ignation . later they were re
designated Xl-17D's. 

l -23 (Beech) .......... ........ .... .. ........................ .. See page 490. 

l-24 (Helio) .......................... ...... .................... See page 502. 

l -25 (McDonnell) .. .. ................ Air Force originally desig· 
noted the X•V-1 as the Xl-25. See page 546, The Army 
originally designated it as the XH-35. This is the only 
aircraft that has three official "class" designat ions. 

l -26 (Aero Design) .. ...... .... ............................ See page 491. 

l-27 (Cessna) .. ...................... Standard Cessna commercial 
Model 310 twin-engine aircraft purchased by the Air 
Force as CONUS command aircraft. No Army procure· 
ment. 

lC-126 (Cessna) ........ .. .. .... .... .. ........................ See page 489, 

U-1A (de Havilland) .......... .. .. .. .............. .. ...... See page 499. 

'X.Y-1 (McDonnell) .. .. .... ............ See page 546. Also known 
as the Xl-25 (Air Force) and XH -35 (Army). 

•xV-2 {Sikorsky} .................... S-57 convertiplane using a 
retracting motor. Design study only. Never buiU. 

'XV-3 (Bell) .... .... .... See page 546. Originally designated 
the XH-33 by Army. 

YAC-1 (de Havilland) .... .... .. ...... .. .... ............ .. See page 523. 

YA0-1 (Grumman) ................ .. ...................... .. See page 518. 

•xv stands for experimental vehicle. This designation was 
a compromise between the Air Force and the Army. 
Only three aircraft received XV designations. 
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AVROCAR 

The d isc-shaped Avrocar, a research aircraft 
deve loped by AVRO Aircraft limited of Canada 
unde r sponsors hi p of the U.S. Army a nd Air 
Force . Designed to explore the potential of a 

new scientific and technical approach to ver
tica l takeoff and landing, the vehicle operates 
within the ground cushion, rid ing on oir. After 
obtaining minimum velocity, the Avrocar func
tions as an aircraft supported by aerodynamic 
forces generated by its forward motion . (USAF 
photo}. 


